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2. Abstract
This research set out to deliver a method of air flow redistribution to demonstrate a balanced rotor and
stator predicted temperature of a mid range rotating electrical machine to within 2.5% with a maintained
original efficiency and the temperature prediction should be proven based on air flow characteristics
predicted via CFD and specified within MotorCAD. To achieve this a methodology of using an experimental
rig to validate numerical baseline predictions was used and the validated model was used to investigate
flow in different scenarios. The results from the study show that controlling and improving the direction
and smoothness of the air at the inlet region of the fan can have a number of significant advantages to
the flow split seen in the machine and also the power requirements of the fan. Importantly, it is shown
that the excess flow through the barrel has an impact on the rotor flow due to the strength of the air jet
coming from the barrel blocking the air through the rotor at the fan inlet region. The study concludes that
by air flow improvements alone a predicted temperature balance of 3.7% between rotor and stator can
be achieved with the recommended flow improvements, with an improvement in machine efficiency of
0.047% shown.
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3. Introduction
3.1. Background
Rotating electrical machines have two primary applications, one being as a motor to convert electrical
energy into mechanical, a lot of work has been undertaken in this space and will continue to develop as
the automotive industry invests heavily into the hybrid market. The other application is converting
mechanical energy into electrical for use in the power generation sector, this is the application that this
study will focus on.
Conversions of energy from one form to another almost always involves some losses, these losses are
undesirable but largely unavoidable. In a rotating electrical machine, there are many sources of energy
loss, these can include mechanical losses such as friction and windage from the turning of the fan and
bearings and electromagnetic losses such as copper resistance and iron losses (Hysteresis, Eddy current
& Anomalous). The main concern for this study is electrical losses that result in heat energy being
generated, the largest contribution coming from power losses from electrical current being passed
through the machines conductors.
Heat generation within the machine is a concern to generator manufacturers as it stands as one of the
contributing factors to the power output rating that the product can achieve. Governing bodies such as
The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) set temperature limits for a machine to be at
125˚C rise using a rise by resistance measurement, taking into account that machines are to be rated from
a 40˚C ambient, putting the absolute temperature limit to be 165˚C in a 40˚C ambient [1].
Temperature is an important limiting factor for machines due to the electrical insulation system that is
used to isolate and separate the electrical phases and maintain mechanical integrity of the copper
windings. The rating is set, based on the expected life of the insulation system, which is diminished with
increasing temperature, the insulation used inside the machine tends to be an epoxy resin coating the
windings and Nomex paper to separate the electrical phases. The machines are subsequently rated with
4 insulation classes, A, B, F & H with class H normally quoted for the machine rating.
The above description sets out why temperature is seen as a key factor in electrical machine design and
why time and effort are invested into both diminishing the heat rejected from the system through
electromagnetic design and also methods of removing remaining heat. The vast majority of machines are
designed with air being the main coolant, one of the key responsibilities of a thermal engineer in this field
is to be able to conduct and analyse Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) studies to improve the
effectiveness of air flow through the machine. The two main contributors to the effectiveness are, total
volume flow and flow split. Total volume flow improvements mean that more coolant utilised per time
unit, which in turn means that the extra coolant has the capacity to pick up more heat energy. Balancing
the flow split is a more trying problem for a thermal designer as the flow tends to favour the barrel
passage, being the path of least resistance, which is also the less effective fluid channel for temperature
removal.
Figure 1 shows a cross sectional view given from MotorCAD of a typical rotating electrical machine and
uses arrows to visualise the fluid flow channels through a machine.
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Figure 1 - MotorCAD Fluid Flow Visualisation

The number labels in Figure 1 identify the key areas of the fluid flow and identify the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Air Inlet
Barrel flow
Rotor Flow
Fan
Air Outlet

This research will set out to deliver the following:
1. A method of air flow redistribution so as to demonstrate a balanced rotor and stator temperature
predicted to within 2.5% of each other
2. The proposed solution should maintain at least the original efficiency (93.29%) of the case study
machine
3. The proposed solution should show a proven analytical performance increase based on input data
specified in MotorCAD, showing a reduction in both Rotor & Stator predicted temperatures

3.2. Literature Review
3.2.1. Electrical Machines
Thermal analysis of electrical machines has been researched since the early 2000’s by a number of authors
involved in both generator and motor design with largely the same principles of connective cooling being
applicable to both types of machine. In this literature review the aim will be to understand the key works
from several influential authors who have furthered the understanding of thermal analysis techniques
within rotating electrical machines. The focus of the reviewed articles will be on those whose work looks
specifically into analytical and practical methods of studying cooling within a rotating machine and will
not be looking at the electrical system and how the machine generates the heat from an electrical
10

viewpoint. The main two analytical techniques considered in the review will be Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) and Lumped Parameter Thermal Network (LPTN) modelling, these two techniques cover
two main principles of thermal design and allow a thermal engineer to design and predict to some degree
of accuracy the performance of a machine. It will be seen in papers that reference practical testing that
the data obtained is used to validate results predicted in the analytical model and better improve the
analysis led design procedure. This review will be structured in such a way to focus initially on older articles
and move forward through time to highlight the advances made in thermal modelling and demonstrate
how the work in this paper will continue this development.
In 2001 SJ Pickering et al. at the University of Nottingham began with looking at the ventilation and cooling
of rotors of salient pole machines [2]. Their work has initiated our interest to start this review, as the
methods used in their study are distinctly similar to those of which will be used in this research, but at a
significantly less advanced stage. At this point there were significant computational limitations to CFD
simulations, meaning that the mesh density in the Pickering et al. study had to be sacrificed, as such the
cell count for the computational model was limited to 1.3 million and a Moving Reference Frame (MRF)
model was adopted due to its lower computational demand than a sliding mesh which calculates a 20%
higher prediction of Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC). We will observe how this value develops over the
course of time. The impact of compromises to these parts alone are shown in the results where the heat
transfer predicted are up to 30% lower than the measured value. The rotational model used in Pickering’s
simulation work is stated as the cause of this inaccuracy and moreover that the sliding mesh alternative
would have taken the authors 10 times longer per simulation which would not have been palatable for
the study. Their air flow predictions have been compared to the experimental results. A smaller variance
identified was due to a result of the simplifications in geometry made to reduce the mesh count. This
study, due to the lack of computational power to resolve larger mesh grids, shows that early CFD
simulations carried a significant amount of variation in their predicted values of heat transfer. With no
accurate way of validating the model means that Pickering cannot conclude any valuable results from the
study. The variations in air flow between simulated and measured also noted in the study show how
unreliable CFD was for this kind of study at that time.
In 2003 the same authors (Pickering et al.) looked to study conjugate heat transfer analysis of salient pole
rotors in air cooled synchronous generators [3], using CFD as the analysis method. The advancement in
their research output has shown that their numerical model has the ability to predict heat transfer. This
provides a significant advantage in CFD simulations. In the first instance, using only air flow, the engineer
can determine the HTC and subsequently show where that fluid is most effective. The geometric model
in the Pickering et al. study takes a 90˚ periodicity of the rotor in order to limit cell count, which was
approximately 2 million cells – a 54% increase from their previous CFD simulation. This approach to limit
the cell count is viable as the periodicity exists within a generator after some simplification. In a production
machine there is in almost all cases a ‘skew’ on either the rotor or stator and the periodicity can be
achieved if this characteristic is ignored in the model. The hexahedral mesh was used to encounter the
temperature gradients found across the anisotropic rotor coils and the steel core. This mesh characteristic
should be considered in any conjugate heat transfer still, however, with the improvements in the heat
transfer equations, the cell to cell fluxes can be overcome and modelled more effectively. The results from
the simulations show how taking HTC to determine the effectiveness of cooling can be misleading due to
the lack of consideration of the conducting heat transfer, Fig. 5 – V of Pickering’s paper, blocked wedge
showed an improved air flow but an increase in rotor coil temperature. The conjugate heat transfer
11

involves solid conduction and flow convection in the modelling parameters which needs to be considered
carefully in the simulation. It is known that conduction along the axial length of the coil is significantly
higher than conduction in the radial and circumferential directions due to the enamel coating on the
outside of the conductors and also the resin impregnation between the layers. The weakness of
Pickering’s later study is mainly due to the lack of validation of the simulation results, although the results
shown show some correlation with what the author would expect. The use of periodicity in their study,
however, shows that more intricate modelling can be achieved if the engineer can accurately simplify the
geometry whilst still maintaining the validity of the study.
The first look into Lumped Parameter Thermal Networks (LPTN) is prescribed by Dave Staton et al. in 2005
to solve the more difficult aspects of electric motor thermal analysis [4]. Staton et al looked into the
following difficult issues surrounding thermal motor design and provides some advice on how to best
overcome these issues:
-

Interface gaps between components
Winding models suitable for identifying hotspots and accounting for non-perfect impregnation
Convection cooling from housing surface
Turbulent cooling around the end winding and axial end sections of the machine
Heat transfer across air gap including slot openings and salient poles
Uncertainty around material property data
Bearing and end shield models

The paper delivers an analysis of each of these problems and delivers a best guess starting point for each
factor, based on prior research in each of areas. These factors, because they cannot be accurately
determined due to machine variation, can also be used as parameters to which can be adjusted to
calibrate a model to a specific test result and then use the calibrated model to make more fundamental
in the knowledge that the base model is sound. The author discusses the main advantage of the LPTN
package being the ability to perform fast calculations of specific parameters and even in cases where there
is not good calibration to the absolute temperatures, a relatively accurate comparative study can still be
achieved. In summary, this paper describes aspects of the LPTN which are either relatively unknown or
vary from machine to machine, knowledge of which factors are unreliable and the reasons for this
unreliability are important in any analytical model as it provides a basis on which understanding of errors
can be formed.
This research was continued in 2008, led by Boglietti [5]. Much of the study is not relevant to this project
due to the motor frame having a fundamentally unique design and function to the frame of an alternator.
However, the section on ‘Equivalent thermal conductivity between winding and lamination’ is relevant.
The paper describes a method of modelling the conductivity of a winding in a slot where a number of
resistances are calculated across the slot depth, this allows the calculation to account for different layers
within the slot beginning with the slot liner and then nodes of copper with resistances between each node
to represent the impregnation and enamel existing between the wires. The ‘goodness’ of the
impregnation can also be accounted for in this model as a percentage of impregnation to air. A total of 5
machines were employed to support another study to sample impregnation quality. This test showed that
using a value of 0.4 for this type of machine would be reasonable. This quantity might well have improved
at this stage with advances in impregnation and winding methods meaning that a higher resin fill could
be attained. It should be considered in this work when a thermal network was built.
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In 2012, Hetteger et al studied HTC’s in end windings of motors both via simulation and measurement,
where an experimental setup was used to validate numerical results given by a simplified CFD model for
a better understanding of flow performance[6]. Hetteger’s study aligns closely with the proposed
outcomes of this research, with an example of an experimental setup that is used in conjunction with the
simulated values in order to extend the validity of the research conducted. Hetteger is primarily concerned
with HTC’s and, therefore, the setup of the rig uses Heat Flux sensors in the area of interest. It is noted in
Hetteger’s paper that, firstly the presence of the measuring device will affect the flow in that area as it
causes a disruption to increase turbulence intensity in that region and also the sensor itself carries a level
of inaccuracy at lower velocities. The influence of measuring devices and inaccuracies in specific
conditions will need to be considered in this type of study as flow measurement devices will be inserted
to the flow stream and will therefore affect the characteristics of the flow in that region. A major
difference between Hetteger’s flow calculation and the one conducted in this study is due to the use of
Friction factors to measure flow through a channel whereas in this study pitot static probes are used to
measure the value. Friction factors are entirely dependent on correct values of wall friction being used
and carry a high degree of inaccuracy. It is of the author’s opinion that the pitot static rakes used in this
study will give a significantly better understanding of flow through the duct than what can be achieved
using sensors. For the CFD study, Hetteger has carried out simulations using four different types of
turbulence models, K-ε, K-ω, SST (Shear Stress Transport) & SAS (Scale Adaptive Simulation) and shows
how the SAS model can have the best agreement with the measured values for Nu number, however not
an exact match to the HTC. It is also interesting to note that K-ε turbulence model performed the worst in
Hetteger’s study, due to the model being designed for high Reynolds number cases rather than lower
numbers which this simulation is requires. The simulation Boundary conditions define a wall roughness
on the stator Outside Diameter (OD) at 0.246mm. Due to the inherent similarities in the fundamental
designs of motors and generators, the value of wall roughness in this fluid passage is translatable from
this paper to the fluid passage in the case study machine used in this research. Hetteger’s paper shows a
relevant example of how experimental data can be used to validate simulation results, providing learnings
around the experimental setup as well as simulation conditions from which this study can build. The major
developments in computing power allow now for larger models to be built, which in this case will be of
significant value as the interaction of the fluid flow from each passage is thought to play a role in the
makeup of the conditions at the inlet of the fan, which in turn affects the flow into the rest of the machine.

3.2.2. Centrifugal Fan Performance
The analysis of electrical machine air flow performance can be extended to investigating methods of
controlling and improving air flow performance in a broader range of fan applications, this section will
focus on centrifugal fans in particular as this is the fan type that is used in electrical machines. Although
in most of the referenced papers the target of study is based around blowers with volute housing, the
functions and patterns occurring within the fan remain consistent with what will be discussed in this
research and in particular, the effects on upstream of the fan inlet will be of particular importance.
The characteristics of fans and blowers can be found via the guide book lists the characteristics and
applications of different fan types, with the fan type in this research being defined as a radial type
centrifugal fan , as the fan employed in this research uses straight radial blades [7]. The chapter relating
to fan performance evaluation and efficient system operation provides some background details
concerning the factors affecting fan performance and how fan operation curves can be plotted and read.
By understanding the different curves presented in figure 2, it is shown how different shaped fans can
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produce different characteristics which can then feed into the fan geometry selection process, Figure 2
shows how 3 fans with differently shaped blades would all have slightly different characteristics.

Figure 2 - Static pressure and power requirements for different fan types

An important point to note from this graph is that the performance of the fan is affected by both the
upstream and downstream components of the flow, meaning that the conditions at the inlet and outlet
can change the performance corresponding to the power curves, but the shape of the fan characteristic
curve will be retained. However, with the addition of a system restriction curve as shown via Figure 2, an
operating point for the machine can be achieved, where the geometry of any part of the case study
machine will provide system restriction, and the inlet and outlet of the fan will alter the performance of
the fan. This understanding shows the two succinct methods of increasing the flow rate through the
machine, reducing the restriction of air through the machine, or improving the flow conditions upstream
or downstream of the fan.
A book written in 2003 – Improving Fan System Performance – A Sourcebook for Industry [8] further
details how poor inlet conditions, among other factors can affect the fan system efficiency. In particular,
section 7 details how pre rotational swirl, in the same direction, at the fan inlet can reduce the load on
the fan and reduce the performance curve of the fan on both pressure head and the volume flow pulled.
The pre whirl in the instance of an electrical machines flow would be relatively strong due to the rotation
of the rotor, in the same speed and direction as the fan, adding a large rotational vector to the air.
Methods of straightening this swirl could improve fan performance, however, it would be important that
any flow straightening device would not add any extra restriction to the rotor flow path and thereby
inadvertently reduce the cooling flow in this channel further. This section also mentions how distorted
and highly non uniform flow at the inlet can have adverse effects on the performance of the fan and it
recommends either introducing an increased straight duct length before the fan, to allow the flow to
settle, or alternatively fit flow straighteners to the unsettled air. Figure 3 shows pictorially what is meant
by this, showing a simplified visualisation on how the flow may settle with some assistance.
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Figure 3 - Effect of inlet air on radial fan operation

The guidance in the book suggests that in correcting this air flow advantages can be noticed in the energy
transfer efficiency of the fan and also reduce vibrations in the fan, which may be recognised as fan noise.
In the flow from the barrel it would be unachievable to allow the flow to settle over a duct length of >3D
due to the length profile of the machines being a marketable dimension, therefore it should be considered
whether flow straighteners can improve the performance of the fan. Due to the excess in flow that is
noticed through the barrel on machines of this design there is not as much of a limitation to retain the
original flow through the passage.
Bayomi et al. studied the inlet conditions of centrifugal fans, in 2006, by employing and investigating the
use of flow straighteners upstream of the fan to enhance the rectification of the inlet flow to the impeller,
where previous guide van designs had inadvertently introduced additional vortices to the flow [9]. The
study investigates and compares the usage flow straighteners of differing sizes, by experimental methods,
on critical fan performance metrics such as pressure head generation, shaft power & Efficiency and noise
production. The paper proves experimentally that the introduction of these flow straighteners can have
a positive impact on the three metrics mentioned, specifically showing an increased benefit as the flow
rate increases. The findings within this paper suggest that providing a smooth laminar flow at the inlet of
a centrifugal fan can have an appreciable positive impact on a fans vital performance indicators, this is
particularly of interest in machines such as the one being investigated in this paper as the inlet conditions
to the fan are known to be extremely dirty and non-laminar.
Tino Jercic et al. studied the performance of centrifugal fans within electrical machines in 2017, focussing
on the cooling performance and fan design requirements for a tram motor to achieve its cooling
requirements [10]. The paper identifies that a cooling system performance of this sort is determined by
the intersection point of a fan performance curve and a system restriction curve and therefore shows that
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the cooling system can be modified by adjusting the characteristics of either plots. Figure 5 within the
paper plots a chart of a centrifugal fan, showing the straight line characteristic of an ideal fan curve and
the losses that impede the fan performance to give a real fan curve, this has been duplicated in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Centrifugal Fan Losses

This figure combined with equation 4 within the paper (Eq. (1) below), calculating the shock losses, show
that the angle of flow at the inlet of the fan (𝑉𝑥 ) can have a significant impact on the performance
characteristic of a fan.
2
𝜌
𝑟1 2 𝑉𝑥
Δ𝑃 = 𝜇 𝑢22 ( ) [ − 1]
2
𝑟2
𝑣

Eq. (1)

This characteristic of centrifugal fan performance is vital to the design of the cooling system within a
generator as the two axial air flow paths of the machine provide fundamentally different inlet conditions
to the fan and the combination of the two flows in this zone make the performance difficult to predict.
The paper also outlines other design calculations for a centrifugal fan that are fed into the results section
of the paper which details the calculation of fan design selection and then the optimisation of the
upstream cooling system. The findings from the paper show how the improvement in flow upstream of
the impeller, distribution of flow within the fan and inlet flow velocity angle can positively impact on the
fan characteristic curve and therefore improve stability of fan design and also the predicted flow rate.
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4. Experimental Validation
4.1. Background
To determine the overall effectiveness of a CFD simulation a ‘correct’ solution needs to be known, the
most common method of determining the correct solution is to have experimental data which can be
compared to the equivalent computational results and a commented on as such. In this paper an
experimental rig is used in this manner and aims to provide validation specifics for:
-

Total mass flow rate
Flow split (Barrel and Rotor flow)
Barrel flow velocity

These parameters can easily be extracted in CFD simulations and the measured results used to determine
the accuracy of the simulated model. A validated model provides the user with an increased confidence
that the detailed results shown in the simulation are likely to be reflective of the real world and therefore
the designs created by this method are likely to provide the benefits expected, which in turn time and
money in developing and manufacturing prototype parts.
The machine used in the simulation mirrors that of the machine in the experimental set up as closely as
possible, through unavoidable manufacturing variations there will always be some differences in the
simulated model. A variable speed drive is used to spin the machine with a direct coupling between the
generator and the motor, this allows for the shaft speed to be controlled and therefore the fan that is
fixed to the rotor shaft. The data collected for the validation of the CFD performance uses a rotation speed
of 1500 RPM (50 Hz frequency) is commonly used in industrial applications.
It was set out as a goal within this study to manufacture the proposed solution, however the test rig used
for validating the baseline machine was decommissioned at the start of the time period that the paper
was written and therefore no further experimental results could be measured to increase the confidence
in the final solution. As such the data collected from the experimental test rig will only be used to validate
the baseline CFD simulation, ensuring that the simulation that will be used to develop a solution upon is
representative of real world conditions.

4.2. Measurement equipment
4.2.1. Conical Inlet
The first component used on the test rig is set up to determine the overall flow through the system. The
inlet measures flow through a known cross sectional area and allows it to gently expand and recover static
pressure until it reaches a plenum chamber. The inlet itself conforms to BS848, Section 25 – Determination
of flow rate using conical inlet [11] which determines the dimensions of the ducting to be manufactured
and provides a standardised method of measuring a mass flow rate. The inlet used can be seen in Figure
5 as the grey ducting labelled ‘Inlet Ducting’.
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Plenum
Chamber
Inlet Ducting

Pressure
Measurement

Figure 5 - Conical Inlet

The standard provides the following equation for total flow rate measurement:
𝑞𝑚 = 𝛼𝜖𝜋

𝑑2
√2𝜌𝑢 ∆𝑝
4

Eq. (2)

Where:
𝛼𝜖 = 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 0.94
𝜌𝑢 = 𝑈𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
∆𝑝 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡
The compound flowrate coefficient is determined by the diameter of the ducting, this is described in figure
21 and correlated with figure 22 of the British Standard document. The upstream density is variable with
ambient temperature and the pressure differential is measured by the four static pressure ports pointed
out in Figure 5 label ‘Pressure Measurement’. This system is used as the sole method for measuring
flowrate through the machine.
The steady expansion in the diameter of the inlet ducting is designed to recover static pressure along the
length of the duct before the air flow can settle and normalise within a plenum chamber, the static
pressure is measured within the plenum chamber to monitor losses through the inlet.

4.2.2. Pressure Rakes
Following from the total flow through the system, an important parameter to consider is the flow through
the inside of one of the barrel fluid channels. Due to there being only two distinct flow paths through the
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machine (barrel and rotor) it is possible to calculate a flow split using a velocity measurement through
each measured barrel gap and calculating a subsequent flow rate from this value. The method of
measuring flow split carries a degree of uncertainty and as such should only be used as an indicative
measurement and not an absolute value. Figure 6 shows the pressure rakes used in this rig.

Top
Middle
Bottom

Figure 6 - Pressure Rakes

The instrumentation used for measuring flow through the barrel of the case study machine takes three
dynamic pressure measurements at different radial positions in the flow duct, along with the static
pressure in that same channel. The flow through this duct is then averaged across the width and assumed
to be similar through each barrel channel. The velocity can be calculated as a result of the Static and
Dynamic pressures measured as such:
2 ∗ (𝑃𝐷 − 𝑃𝑆 )
𝑉=√
𝜌

Eq. (3)

Where:
𝑃𝑆 = Static Pressure
𝑃𝐷 = Dynamic Pressure
𝜌 = Density

4.2.3. Pressure transducer
Output tubing at 1.6mm ID is taken from the pressure tapping in the inlet duct, plenum chamber and each
pressure rake and connected to a DSA 3217/16Px Scanivalve pressure transducer located inside the test
cell, Figure 7. The transducer used has 16 input channels from which pressure values from 0 - 5.17 MPa
can be measured and transmitted via ethernet cable into the test cell computer where software such as
DSALink is used to read pressure input data in real time. For data collection the pressure transducer is
configured within DSALink to read 250 data points every second and report a moving average for a data
set of 50, giving a data frequency output of 5.0 Hz. The data averaging of the results allows the data output
from the transducer to be smoothed on all channels, giving a steady data output from which the flow
metrics can be calculated.
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Figure 7 - Scanivalve Pressure Transducer

The datasheet found on the Scanivalve website shows the accuracy of the system for specific pressure
ranges [12] with higher pressure measurements carrying significantly less error percentage than smaller
values. The pressure measurements within this study are very much on the bottom of the sensor’s
capability with <5 inch H2O being measured, giving an accuracy of ±0.40%.

4.3. Assumptions
In order to make sense of the results gathered by the experimental test rig a number of assumptions are
made that simplify the complexities of the testing:
1. The system has no leakage
The total mass flow through the system is calculated using the equipment shown in Figure 5, with the
static pressure tapping located where the ‘pressure measurement’ leader box points. After this the duct
work has 3 joints sealed with rubber gaskets before the plenum box where folded sheet metal is joined
together using more rubber seals to prevent leakage into the system. Because the flow rate is measured
before all of these joints in the system and the pressure in the system is negative compared to ambient,
there will be a small amount of extra air leaked into the system that is not measured by the inlet. An
estimate of the leaked air flow could be up to 0.02 m3/s.
2. All air that does not travel through the barrel passage must travel through the rotor passage.
This assumption simplifies the calculation of flow split between the rotor and barrel by discounting any
air that may escape the system through leakages between connecting duct work or between the plenum
chamber and the frame of the machine. With the assumption the flow split can be calculated by
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subtracting the measured flow through the barrel from the overall inlet flow to leave a flow rate through
the rotor.
3. The outside diameter of the stator lamination forms a smooth circle.
This statement discounts the irregularity of the Outside Diameter (OD) of the stator laminations to simplify
the calculation of cross sectional area for flow rate. It is known that the OD does not create a smooth
circle as there are identification markings on the surface as well as flat surfaces designed to optimise
material usage within the punching from the steel sheet.
4. Flow through the barrel passages that are not monitored by pressure rakes is equivalent to the
passages that are monitored.
This assumption is in place to account for the fact that only 3 pressure rakes are fitted to the machine,
monitoring 3 out of 8 flow channels through the barrel. This assumption again carries some error as not
all passages will see the same flow, by taking an average of the flow rate from the 3 passages and
multiplying the resulting value by the number of passages (8) the variation of passages cannot be
accounted for, however, it gives a realistic representation of the flow split. Figure 8 shows a cross sectional
view of the barrel passages and the pressure rake covers ~1.4% of the available flow area.

Figure 8 - Cross sectional view of barrel passages

5. The measured flow velocity from the pressure rake is constant throughout the cross sectional
area of the barrel passage.
Assumption 5 accounts for the pressure rake measurement capturing 3 velocity values in the centre of
the circumferential section of the flow passage and at the top, middle and bottom of the radial portion of
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the section. The assumption means that the calculated flow again carries an error as it is known that the
flow velocity across each barrel portion is not even.
These 5 assumptions help to simplify the data inputs from the experimental rig in order to calculate an
accurate value for the overall flow rate and a good approximation of the flow split between the rotor and
the stator. It should be noted from the presence of these assumptions however, that the calculated flow
splits are not exact and should be treated as an approximation.

4.4. Validation of the test rig
4.4.1. Back to Back Testing
Before the experimental rig could be used to collect meaningful data, a commissioning process was
undertaken so as to understand the impact of build set up variations on the output variables measured
on the rig.
Initially, validation of the results attained from back to back testing were conducted to investigate the
variation of identical builds from run to run. In this test the machine will be run at 1500 RPM with 3
pressure rakes located in the barrel at 3, 6 & 9 O’clock positions around the circumference of the barrel.
The rotational speed is measured directly from the drive motor. 3 runs were completed with data
collected when the motor speed had stabilised at 1500 RPM, pressure measurements were collected from
the DSALink software at 5Hz with the results quoted as the average of the 200 samples. The total mass
flow rate is calculated using Eq. (2).
Table 1 - Experimental Test Rig - Back to Back - Inlet Pressure Validation

Run
1
2
3
Variation

Avg. Inlet (Pa)
-118.095
-118.152
-117.615
0.45%

Avg. Plenum (Pa)
-41.414
-40.840
-41.181
1.39%

Total Mass Flow (kg/s)
1.130
1.130
1.128
0.23%

Table 1 demonstrates a variation in the average inlet pressure at 0.45%, plenum pressure at 1.39% and a
variation in the calculated mass flow rate at 0.23%. These values align well with the stated 0.40% accuracy
of the pressure transducer when accounting for the variations in ambient conditions and demonstrate
that the overall flow results from the inlet duct are repeatable in back to back tests.
From the same test run the pressure rake results were also monitored to determine the variance in the
back to back measurements through the barrel flow.
Table 2 - Experimental Test Rig - Back to Back - Pressure Rake Validation
Pressure (Pa) 9 O'clock NDE

Pressure (Pa) 12 O'clock NDE

Pressure (Pa) 3 O'clock NDE

Static

Bottom

Middle

Top

Static

Bottom

Middle

Top

Static

Bottom

Middle

-1297.745

-781.658

-709.050

-737.608

-1132.092

-744.450

-642.589

-652.684

-1263.024

-775.787

-706.261

-770.079

-1297.926

-782.095

-709.897

-738.753

-1132.284

-748.353

-646.342

-653.779

-1261.179

-784.958

-706.803

-764.842

-1298.918

-791.945

-719.097

-743.474

-1133.039

-745.937

-642.453

-649.142

-1262.363

-781.337

-707.587

-767.955

0.09%

1.30%

1.40%

0.79%

0.08%

0.52%

0.60%

0.71%

0.15%

1.17%

0.19%

0.68%
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Top

The maximum variation of pressure from run to run shown in Table 2 was 1.40%. The static pressure
measured at the 12 O’clock position is shown to be consistently higher than the other two flow channels,
meaning that this passage is seeing less flow comparatively to the adjacent two. A potential cause of the
increased static pressure is in the These results demonstrate a good repeatability of results from back to
back testing. The pressure measurements from Table 2 can be translated into velocity measurements
using Eq. (3), giving the values in Table 3.
Table 3 - Experimental Test Rig - Back to Back - Flow Velocity Validation

Velocity (m/s) 9 O'clock
Bottom Middle
Top
26.226 28.011
27.323
26.220 27.995
27.299
25.994 27.799
27.208
0.89%
0.76%
0.42%

Velocity (m/s) 12 O'clock
Bottom Middle
Top
22.730 25.542
25.277
22.621 25.449
25.254
22.714 25.570
25.395
0.48%
0.48%
0.56%

Velocity (m/s) 3 O'clock
Bottom Middle
Top
25.483 27.240
25.632
25.193 27.182
25.720
25.320 27.192
25.670
1.15%
0.22%
0.34%

The Top, Middle and Bottom references refer to the position of the dynamic pressure sensor radially
within the barrel gap, as shown in Figure 6. The maximum variation of calculated flow velocity from the
back to back runs was in the top probe of the rake at the 3 O’clock position, measuring a variation of
1.15%. The trend from the velocity measurements shows the expected velocity profile within the channel
where the middle value is located centrally within the flow and therefore reads the highest velocity value,
also it is seen how the velocity measurement closest to the lamination has the lowest velocity. By using
assumption 5 the velocity measurements can be extrapolated across the barrel gap and a mass flow
through the measure channel can be calculated, assumption 4 allows then for the mass flow through the
passages to be averaged and assumed that the flow through the barrel is equal to the average of the 3
measured passages multiplied by the number of passages present within the machine. The rotor flow
calculation takes the difference between the measured flow through the inlet and the approximated flow
through the barrel to say that the remaining flow must go through the rotor, as stated in assumption 2.
Table 4 - Experimental Test Rig - Back to Back - Flow Split Validation

9 O'clock
0.094
0.094
0.093
0.69%

12 O'clock
0.085
0.084
0.085
0.49%

Mass Flow (kg/s)
3 O'clock Barrel
0.090
0.778
0.090
0.776
0.090
0.776
0.33%
0.26%

Rotor
0.352
0.354
0.352
0.66%

Barrel Split
68.9%
68.7%
68.8%
0.25%

As discussed, the calculated values in Table 4 carry a number of assumptions to aid the prediction of the
flows through each section and are known to be not exact values. It can be seen that despite the
approximations and assumptions made to calculate the flow split, the values calculated for the flow split
are repeatable. It can be seen in this table too that the mass flow rate calculated through the 12 O’clock
section is lower than the other two sections. A probable cause for this variation is due to the geometry of
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the inlet at the NDE of the machine only allowing air to enter radially from the bottom half. The inlet
location can be seen in Figure 9.

Inlet

Figure 9 - Inlet location of case study machine

From this set of back to back test results, it can be said that the test rig provides repeatable results across
every metric.

4.4.2. Build to Build Variation
The next test to be conducted will prove that the values obtained from the measuring devices are not
dependant on the build to build variations of the rig. To conduct this test, all the rigs components were
removed and ducting components were disassembled, before building the rig back up again ready for the
next test. This method ensured that all the seals were broken and subsequently reformed, meaning that
the second build will be independent of the first and a comparative test can be done between the sets of
results.
The quoted results show the average of 600 samples on each build sampled at a rate of 5Hz.
Table 5 - Experimental Test Rig - Build to build – Inlet Pressure Validation

Build
1
2
Variation

Avg. Inlet
(Pa)
-117.955
-122.068
3.37%

Avg. Plenum
(Pa)
-41.145
-43.347
5.08%

Total Mass Flow
(kg/s)
1.130
1.149
-1.73%

The results of this test show how the total mass flow rate varies by less than 2% between the builds. The
inlet and plenum static pressures vary more with a variation of over 5% seen in the plenum box, this
variation could be attributed to the seals around the plenum box and any leakage that may occur from it.

Table 6 - Experimental Test Rig - Build to Build - Pressure Rake Validation

Pressure (Pa) 9 O'clock NDE

Pressure (Pa) 12 O'clock NDE
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Pressure (Pa) 3 O'clock NDE

Static

Bottom

Middle

Top

Static

Bottom

Middle

Top

Static

Bottom

Middle

Top

-1298.184

-785.237

-712.684

-739.947

-1132.474

-746.237

-643.789

-651.868

-1262.184

-780.684

-706.895

-767.632

-1325.789

-811.526

-738.132

-756.763

-1156.079

-758.579

-650.947

-661.289

-1285.158

-787.737

-725.105

-818.474

2.08%

3.24%

3.45%

2.22%

2.04%

1.63%

1.10%

1.42%

1.79%

0.90%

2.51%

6.21%

Table 6 shows that a larger variation is seen in the variation of the build to build results measured in the
pressure rakes, with the maximum variation seen on the 3 O’clock Top dynamic pressure measurement
port at 6.2%.
Table 7 - Experimental Test Rig - Build to Build - Flow Velocity Validation

Velocity (m/s) 9 O'clock
Bottom Middle
Top
26.147
27.935
27.276
26.180
27.986
27.539
0.13%
0.18%
0.96%

Velocity (m/s) 12 O'clock
Bottom Middle
Top
22.688
25.521
25.309
23.017
25.947
25.680
1.45%
1.67%
1.46%

Velocity (m/s) 3 O'clock
Bottom Middle
Top
25.332
27.204
25.674
25.748
27.321
24.940
1.64%
0.43%
2.94%

Table 7 demonstrates how the variation in pressure values translates to the velocity measured in the
channel, with a variation of 2.94% seen in the 3 O’clock top velocity measurement between runs.
Table 8 - Experimental Test Rig - Build to Build - Flow Split Validation

9 O'clock
0.094
0.094
0.43%

12 O'clock
0.085
0.086
1.53%

Mass Flow (kg/s)
3 O'clock
Barrel
0.090
0.777
0.090
0.781
0.26%
0.55%

Rotor
0.353
0.368
4.34%

Barrel Split
68.8%
68.0%
1.18%

Table 8 shows that the calculations for the flow split leave a larger variation in the rotor flow than in any
other area. From the simplifications and assumptions made within the calculation for the rotor flow it
would be expected that this value carries the least accuracy and therefore would be visible on this table
when the previous results have shown an increase in variation. The calculated flow split is still seen to be
repeatable to an acceptable tolerance from this test.

4.4.3. Pressure Rake Validation
The next validation to consider is whether the pressure rakes themselves contribute to any variation in
measurement between the flow channels. For this test each of the pressure rakes are identified by a
colour, as seen in Figure 10, and are revolved around the three clock positions in back to back tests to
identify whether any of the individual rakes carry any specific errors, or if the barrel passage flow profile
is independent of the measuring device.
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Figure 10 - Colour identification of the pressure rake

Figure 10 shows the colour identification of the gold pressure rake and this process is replicated on the
other 2 rakes at the 3 O’clock and 9 O’clock with blue and silver stickers identifying the respective rake.
To understand whether any variation is seen as a result of these rakes a graph is made of the measured
flow rates to be compared in the clock positions.

Barrel gap (mm)

Velocity Profile at 9 O'clock position
15
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11
10
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27.5
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28.5
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Figure 11 - Experimental Test Rig - Pressure rake location Validation - 9 O'clock
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Figure 12 - Experimental Test Rig - Pressure rake location Validation - 12 O'clock

Velocity Profile at 3 O'clock position
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Figure 13 - Experimental Test Rig - Pressure rake location Validation - 3 O'clock
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Table 9 - Experimental Test Rig - Pressure Rake Location - Tabulation of Results

Velocity (m/s) 9 O'clock
Rake
Position
BGS
GSB
SBG
Variation

Velocity (m/s) 12 O'clock

Velocity (m/s) 3 O'clock

Bottom Middle
Top
Bottom Middle
Top
Bottom Middle
Top
27.064
28.931
28.468 23.794
26.822
26.546 26.617
28.243
25.782
27.254
29.257
28.536 23.889
26.703
26.421 26.703
28.347
26.917
27.089
28.996
28.328 23.940
26.684
26.667 26.462
28.137
25.544
1.02%
1.30%
0.96%
1.51%
1.54%
1.59%
1.32%
0.99%
6.39%

Table 9 shows numerically the results shown in Figure 11, Figure 12 & Figure 13 with the largest variation
seen on the blue rake at the 3 O’clock position, showing a 6.39% variation from the largest to smallest
reading. From the data shown above it can be said that the pressure rake velocity values are not
dependant on the rake fitted and instead demonstrate a more random variation that would be consistent
with the variations seen in the previous rig validations.

4.4.4. Fan Speed Validation
The final check is designed to validate that the speed readout from the motor does not have an impact on
the results measured by turning the fan at a different speed to the readout value. To validate this variation
a baseline flow rate is measured with the readout at 1500 RPM, followed by 3 different runs at 1505, 1504
& 1493 RPM respectively. Speeds close to 1500 RPM were chosen on this measurement as it would
validate a small variation in the fan speed readout, with only speeds of 1500 RPM being used in the actual
experimental readings. The measurements will be compared to fan affinity laws which calculate the
change in flow rate for given fan speed variations.
𝑈2
Eq. (4)
)
𝑈1
Eq. (5) shows the fan law used to calculate what the new flow rate (Q2) should be based on the known
flow rate from the baseline (Q1) multiplied by the ratio of the new speed (U2) and the original speed (U1).
The results of this comparison are shown below.
𝑄2 = 𝑄1 ∗ (

Table 10 - Experimental Test Rig - Fan Speed Validation

Detail
Fan Speed
Baseline
1500
Measured
1505
Calculated
1505
Difference
Measured
1504
Calculated
1504
Difference
Measured
1493
Calculated
1493
Difference
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Total Mass Flow
0.6973
0.6987
0.6996
0.127%
0.7002
0.6992
-0.143%
0.6911
0.6941
0.423%

It can be seen in Table 10 that the measured and calculated flow rate based on the fan speed have a small
variation of less than 0.5% in all cases.

4.5. Baseline machine results
Having validated the design and build of the experimental test rig measurements are now taken to be
used as comparative data for the CFD predictions to be validated against. The data in this chapter shows
where variances in the experimental test results can be found and why they are present, it also shows
that the level of variation within the results is at an acceptable level for this kind of physical testing.
The results for this validation differ slightly from the validation work done in order to maintain a consistent
normalisation in both the experimental and numerical results later in the study. Below are the values that
are taken forward for validation of the CFD results.
Table 11 - Experimental Testing Results

Build
Experimental

Total Mass Flow (kg/s)
1.836

9 O'clock
0.158
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12 O'clock
0.144

Mass Flow (kg/s)
3 O'clock Barrel
0.151
1.311

Rotor Barrel Split
0.525
71.4%

5. CFD Theory
5.1. Finite Volume Method
The finite volume method is a method of predicting fluid flow through a domain by taking a control volume
and averaging fluid behaviours within that ‘cell’ by applying mass, momentum and energy conservation.
This method has clear advantages where the fluid being modelled does not need to have every single
particle being tracked, but each set of averaged volumes describe the fluid in that cell which vastly
decreases the computation required for the simulations. A visual representation is described in the book
- An Introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics[13]:

Figure 14 - Representation of a fluid element

Figure 14 shows a control volume for a cell with point x, y, z being the centre and the positive direction is
shown by the coordinate system. Faces N, E, S, W, T & B count the changes in mass, momentum and
energy across the boundary, which leads to fluid flow and interaction between its neighbouring cells.

5.2. Navier-Stokes Equations
The Navier-Stokes equations are a set of equations that describe the movement of any fluid and are
expressed based on the conservation of mass, energy and momentum. The equations are as follows [14].
Conservation of Mass:
The conservation of mass law states that mass in a cell cannot be destroyed or created and therefore the
equation states that the flow into and out of a cell must be equal to 0.
𝐷𝜌
⃗)=0
+ 𝜌(∇ ∙ 𝑉
𝐷𝑡

Eq. (5)

For incompressible fluids the equation can be simplified to remove density, leaving:
⃗ =0
∇∙𝑉

Eq. (6)

Conservation of Momentum:
Simply put, this is Newton’s second law of motion, Force is equal to the mass of an object multiplied by
acceleration:
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𝐹 =𝑚∙𝑎

Eq. (7)

As a fluid particle, Force can be described as density multiplied by acceleration:
𝐷𝑉
Eq. (8)
𝐷𝑡
These forces can then be split into two categories, forces acting on the body and forces acting on the
surface:
𝜌

𝑓𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝑔
𝛿𝜏𝑖𝑗
= 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝑓𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠
𝛿𝑥𝑖
𝜏𝑖𝑗 describes the stresses acting on the surface and can be described as:
𝑓𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 = ∇ ∙ 𝜏𝑖𝑗 =

𝜏𝑖𝑗 = −𝑝𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 𝜇 (

𝛿𝑢𝑖 𝛿𝑢𝑗
+
) + 𝛿𝑖𝑗 𝜆∇ ∙ 𝑉
𝛿𝑥𝑗 𝛿𝑥𝑖

Eq. (9)
Eq. (10)

Eq. (11)

If we substitute these values into Eq. (7):
𝐷𝑉
Eq. (12)
= 𝜌 ∙ 𝑔 + ∇ ∙ 𝜏𝑖𝑗
𝐷𝑡
Considering Eq. (11), the equation for 𝜏𝑖𝑗 can be greatly simplified if we assume the fluid is incompressible,
giving the following Navier-Stokes equation:
𝜌

𝜌
Conservation of Energy:

𝐷𝑉
= 𝜌𝑔 − ∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2 𝑉
𝐷𝑡

Eq. (13)

The final equation utilises the first law of thermodynamics – Change in energy is equal to the energy of
the system added to the amount of work done by that system.
Δ𝐸 = 𝑄 + 𝑊
One of the common energy equations is given:
𝜌[

𝛿ℎ
𝛿𝑝
+ ∇ ∙ (ℎ𝑉)] = − + ∇ ∙ (𝑘∇𝑇) + 𝜙
𝛿𝑡
𝛿𝑡

Eq. (14)

5.3. Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) [15]
The RANS equation method is used as a tool to simplify the Navier-Stokes equations described above by
adding in an averaging function which acts to smooth the fluctuations that are present when using Direct
Navier-Stokes (DNS) models. The biggest benefit of using this system is that the mesh grid volume required
for solving RANS equations are greatly reduced when compared to the DNS alternative and this allows for
geometrically larger simulations to be run which in most engineering applications is a key requirement
over the computational power and simulation time. It is important to note however that by its nature the
RANS compromise a degree of accuracy by capturing the key flow feature for the simplification of the
model, in the majority of applications the absolute accuracy of the model is not required however, which
makes the RANS a widely used and accepted computational method.
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Figure 15 - Comparison of actual value to RANS value

Figure 15 shows how the actual value and averaged value deviate from each other over time and give a
representation of how the actual value used in DNS provides a more accurate solution against the RANS
value which would be considered accurate enough for most real world applications. This averaged value
̅ and is used in the Navier-Stokes equations in place of the actual velocity (𝑈) value, the
is denoted as 𝑈
introduction of the averaging operation introduces a new term to the Navier-Stokes equations called
Reynolds terms, which are unknown and need to be modelled [16].

Figure 16 - Approaches to Turbulence Modelling [16]
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Figure 16 shows a number of different turbulence modelling approaches and gives a ladder of the most
complex approaches which require the most computational cost and give the lowest degree of freedom
to the engineer vs the least complex approaches which allow for increased complexity but reduce the
explicit accuracy of the results. When choosing a turbulence model therefore the modelling approach is
important to consider as this will have an impact on the accuracy of the results collected. For this study
it would be recommended that a RANS model would be used as the geometry modelled is complex and
the exact turbulent behaviour is not required for analysis, instead a comparison of wall heat flux values
and overall fluid temperatures are necessary.

5.4. Turbulence models
5.4.1. 𝑘 − 𝜖 model [17]
The 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence model uses a set of transport equations used in CFD code to predict turbulent flow
in a complex and dynamic system. The equation, as the model name suggests, is split into 2 parts, 𝑘 and
𝜖 and these two will be broken down separately. The transport equation for turbulent kinetic energy 𝑘 is
as described in Eq. (15):
𝛿(𝜌𝑘)
μt
+∇
∙ (𝜌𝑈𝑘) = ∇ ∙ [(μ + ) ∇k] + 𝑃
⏟
⏟𝑘 + 𝑃𝑏 − 𝜌𝜖 + 𝑆𝑘
⏟𝛿𝑡
⏟
σk
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

Eq. (15)

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 & 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠

On the right of the equation we can see the addition of sources and sinks into the equation, where the
sources are due to a production of turbulent kinetic energy, 𝑝𝑘 mean velocity shear, 𝑃𝑏 buoyancy and 𝑆𝑘
a user defined source. The term 𝜌𝜖 in Equation 15 is a negative term that indicates the dissipation of 𝜖,
kinetic energy. The transport equation for 𝜖 is as described in Eq. (16):
𝛿(𝜌𝜖)
𝜇𝑡
𝜖
𝜖2
(𝜌𝑈𝜖)
(𝑃
)
+∇
∙
=
∇
∙
+
)
∇𝜖]
+
𝐶
+
𝐶
𝑃
−
𝐶
𝜌
+ 𝑆𝜖
[(𝜇
⏟
3 𝑏
2
⏟𝛿𝑡
⏟1 𝑘 𝑘
𝜎𝜖
𝑘
⏟
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Eq. (16)

𝜌𝑘 2
𝜇𝑡 = 𝐶𝜇
𝜖

Eq. (17)

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 & 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

Where:

This transport equation holds three coefficients, C1, C2 & C3, these coefficients vary depending on the
model settings chosen within the solver. The values for each of the coefficients have been refined by
experimental studies conducted by Jones & Launder in 1972 [18], Launder & Spalding in 1974 [19] and
Launder & Sharma in 1974 [20]. The values used in Fluent 19.2 align with the Launder & Sharma figures,
the most up to date of the available options: 𝜎𝑘 = 1, 𝜎𝜖 = 1.3, 𝐶1 = 1.44, 𝐶2 = 1.92, 𝐶𝜇 = 0.09.
For the model to predict near wall turbulence a damping function 𝑓𝜇 is added to the equation coefficients
and tends to 1 with increased distance to the wall, this means each cell will hold different values of
damping based on the wall distance. This feature allows the model to be effective in far field and viscous
sub layer regions of a domain, which is a powerful feature for the two equation model. A damping
coefficient is added to the 𝐶1 & 𝐶2 coefficients denoted 𝑓1 & 𝑓2, all the coefficients are described by the
following equations:
𝑓1 = 1
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Eq. (18)

𝑓2 = 1 − 0.3exp (𝑅𝑒𝑇2 )

Eq. (19)

−3.4

𝑓𝜇 = exp
(

𝑅𝑒
(1 + ( 50𝑇 ))

Eq. (20)

2

)

It can be seen in Eq. (30) that the damping value for 𝑓1 is equal to 1, which is to say that there is no
damping applied at all, this is due to the experimentation performed by Launder & Jones showing no
noticeable improvement in the damping of 𝐶1 . The damping functions as described in Eq. (30), Eq. (31) &
Eq. (32) are added to the turbulence dissipation equation Eq. (16) to give:
𝛿(𝜌𝜖)
𝜇𝑡
𝜖
𝜖2
(𝜌𝑈𝜖)
(𝑓
)
+∇
∙
=
∇
∙
+
)
∇𝜖]
+
𝐶
𝑃
+
𝐶
𝑃
−
𝑓
𝐶
𝜌
+ 𝑆𝜖
[(𝜇
⏟
3 𝑏
2 2
⏟𝛿𝑡
⏟1 𝑘 1 𝑘
𝜎𝜖
𝑘
⏟
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

Eq. (21)

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 & 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

In all it can be said that the K-ε model provides a very robust turbulence model for most applications, with
the capacity to solve both near wall and far field regions of flow. This makes the solver an extremely
popular option for commercial CFD use and one of the most commonly used models.

5.4.2. Transitional SST [21]
The Transitional SST model is a 4 equation model that is built off the back of the k-ω SST model which
should be used in situations where the significant viscosity of laminar flow impact on the near wall region
is important, traditionally this would occur in geometries such as aerofoils where the flow over the surface
would have a long laminar region before transitioning to turbulence as shown in Figure 17. This transition
region through to turbulence is the focus of the model and hence provides a more accurate solution of
the near wall conditions as the flow develops through these phases.

Figure 17 - Turbulence transition region over a flat plate [22]
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As the model develops on the k-ω SST model we have the transport equations for k & ω present in that
SST model shown in Eq. (22) & Eq. (23) respectively.
𝛿(𝜌𝜔)
μt
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑈𝑘) = ∇ ∙ [(μ + ) ∇k] + 𝑃𝑘 − 𝐷𝑘
𝛿𝑡
σk
𝛿(𝜌𝜔)
μt
𝛾
𝜎𝜔2
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑈𝜔) = ∇ ∙ [(μ +
) ∇ω] + 𝑃𝑘 − 𝛽𝜌𝜔2 + 2(1 − 𝐹1 𝜌
∇k: ∇ω)
𝛿𝑡
σω
𝑉𝑡
𝜔

Eq. (22)
Eq. (23)

However, in the Transitional SST model the values in Eq. (22), the Turbulent kinetic energy production
(𝑃𝑘 ) is multiplied by a value 𝛾 which is defined by the percentage of time that turbulent fluctuations are
present in the local boundary layer. The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation 𝐷𝑘 is replaced with a limiter
that maintains the dissipation rate when the flow is close to the wall, which is described in Eq. (24) where
𝛾 holds a value of 0 in laminar regions and 1 where it is turbulent, the max value of 𝛾, 0.1 controls the
dissipation to be at 10% when in the laminar flow.
𝐷𝑘 ∗ min (max(𝛾, 0.1) , 1)

Eq. (24)

In Eq. (23) the 𝐹1 value is originally used to control the switching between k-ω at the near wall and k-ε in
the free stream, which aligns with the strengths of either turbulence model. To prevent the model from
switching to k-ε in the transition region the definition of 𝐹1 is altered so that it takes the value of the
maximum of either 𝐹1 or a new term 𝐹3 where:
𝐹3 =

𝑅𝑦 3
−(
)
𝑒 120

Eq. (25)

And
Eq. (26)
𝜌𝑦√𝑘
𝜇
Meaning that when the y value is small (close to the wall) the value is roughly 1 and the k-ω model is used
and when y increases with wall distance the value equates to roughly 0 and the k-ε model is used.
𝑅𝑦 =

An extra transport equation is introduced now for the turbulence fluctuations value 𝛾, shown in Eq. (27):
𝛿(𝜌𝛾)
μt
Eq. (27)
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑈𝛾) = ∇ ∙ [(μ + ) ∇γ] + 𝑃𝛾 − 𝐷𝛾
𝛿𝑡
σγ
It can be seen that this equation follows the Turbulence dissipation transport equation in Eq. (22) with 𝛾
replacing the kinetic energy term. The source term 𝑃𝛾 controls the length of the predicted transition region
and the sink term 𝐷𝛾 allows the flow to relaminarize by dissipating the intermittent fluctuations.
The 4th and final transport equation is for the momentum thickness Reynolds number (𝑟𝑒𝜃 ) which is used
as a value to determine distance along a wall, instead of using a regular distance value such as an x value.
Using this 𝑅𝑒𝜃 value a transition point, where the laminar flow starts to transition, can be denoted as
𝑅𝑒𝜃𝑡 . The transport equation is required do to not having local 𝑅𝑒𝜃𝑡 values available and therefore ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑒𝜃𝑡
is resolved in all cells.
̅̅̅̅𝜃𝑡 )
𝛿(𝜌𝑅𝑒
μ
̅̅̅̅𝜃𝑡 ) = ∇ ∙ [(μ + t ) ∇𝑅𝑒
̅̅̅̅𝜃𝑡 ] + 𝑃𝜃𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑈𝑅𝑒
𝛿𝑡
σθt
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Eq. (28)

̅̅̅̅𝜃𝑡 towards the wall, whereas in all the other
This transport equations allows for the diffusion of the 𝑅𝑒
turbulence transport equations the value is diffused as it moves away from the wall. The source term 𝑃𝜃𝑡
forces the momentum thickness Reynolds number to take the empirical value, usually set by the solver,
in the free stream and is turned off in the boundary layer.
Due to the complex near wall predictions that can be achieved using this model, the mesh quality required
to achieve accurate results is also enhanced. To this end, ideally Y+ values in the mesh should be Y+<1,
this is so that the mesh can accurately capture the sub viscous layer and the transitional period of the
laminar flow into turbulent occurring in the near wall region.

6. MotorCAD
ANSYS MotorCAD is a commercially available software package used to predict temperatures in electrical
rotating machines through the usage of a Lumped Parameter Thermal Network (LPTN), where a machine’s
electrical and thermal design is separated into a number of interacting nodes through which temperatures
can be calculated. The software package allows for a number of parameters to be easily modified and
compared, including both the fundamental electrical design of the machine and the cooling performance
of the machine. Initially, the physical geometry of the machine is defined through the geometry tab, as
shown in Figure 18. Along with this the copper windings of both the rotor and stator can be defined,
allowing for the electromagnetics of the copper to be adjusted also.

Figure 18 - MotorCAD Geometry Input
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The losses of the machine can then be stated in the ‘input data’ tab, feeding into both the thermal network
as well as the efficiency of the machine. The input section is shown in Figure 19:

Figure 19 - MotorCAD Loss Model

Next, the cooling circuit can be modified with the overall flow, rotor and stator flow being defined and
controlled with a parameter called ‘k’ controlling the resistance between each defined node. In order to
define the flows through each of the flow paths of the machine a CFD study should be interrogated, with
the ‘k’ factors balancing the total fluid flow through the rotor and stator sections. This section of the
software can be manipulated to demonstrate fluid flow changes within the machine when new air flow
manipulating devices are added to the machine. The input section is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 - MotorCAD Through Ventilation Input Data

The adjacent tab ‘Heat Transfer’ allows for the next most crucial parameter for the fluid flow, Heat
Transfer, to be defined. This, along with the fluid flow through the sector are direct inputs of the CFD
model and have a direct impact on the machines thermal performance. For the input of the data, the
machine is cut into slices on all of the surfaces with contact to the cooling fluid, this is reflected in the CFD
model where the Heat Transfer in the axial location should be measured. An example of this tab is shown
in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 - MotorCAD Through Ventilation Heat Transfer Data Input

From this input data, the software package can calculate temperatures at each node and an output of
average winding temperatures and individual winding node temperatures can be read on a graph.
MotorCAD therefore is an effective tool for thermally comparing machine designs against each other, with
the interaction of the CFD package allowing for changes to the fluid circuit to be analysed with a
temperature output defined. The simplicity of the modifications allows for many iterations of a design to
be studied; however the package has drawbacks in the fact that non standard changes, such as additions
of extra flow paths or inlets require changes to the base options in a circuit editor, requiring a degree of
knowledge and expertise in the program.
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7. Geometry & Mesh
7.1. Design Modeller

Outlet
Ambient

Main
Machine

Plenum
Chamber

Ducting
Inlet
Ambient

Figure 22 - Modelled CFD Geometry

The geometry modelled replicates, as closely as possible, the geometry seen in the test rig. The set up
shows an ambient volume at both the inlet and outlet, allowing for a more realistic inlet and outlet
condition of the physical machine geometry. The ducting and plenum chamber accurately reflect the
physical machine build, allowing for comparisons to be drawn between the physical and modelled results.
Finally, the main machine section denotes the main area of interest in the study and is where the most
detail has been afforded.
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1. Drive End
(DE)

2. Main Core

3. Non Drive
End (NDE)

2.2 Stator

2.2 Rotor

2.1 Stator

Figure 23 - Main Machine Geometry

The main machine geometry has been split down into 3 further sections, the Non Drive End (NDE), Main
Core and the Drive End (DE). These 3 segments help to distinguish particular sections of the machine that
require tighter mesh controls due to the nature of the internal flow and also references for data collection
when analysing results.
1. Drive End (DE)
The Drive End region houses the machines air outlet, where the impeller is housed. This region is of
high importance to the flow of the machine as the modelled fan and its performance will have a
significant bearing on how much flow is induced through the machine and thereby the cooling effect
of that flow.
2. Main Core
The main core of the machine is where most consideration will be held in this study – it houses the
two active bodies for heat generation and therefore it is the most important region in terms of mesh
quality and geometric fidelity. The physical bodies shown in the geometry are the rotor (2.1) and
stator (2.2).
3. Rotor
The fluid domain of the rotor displays 4 distinct channels down the core length which are located
between the rotor windings and then half of the air space between the rotor and stator are attributed
to the rotor. Assigning half of the region to the rotor and half to the stator allows for a boundary layer
to be built into the mesh and controlled relatively robustly. The rotor bodies are set to rotate in the
model at a speed of -1500 RPM in order to reflect the speed and direction of the modelled machine.
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This velocity component will drive increased turbulence in the fluid domain and will therefore increase
attention to the required mesh quality in this section.
4. Stator
The stator geometry models the other half of the main core, the fluid domain is extracted from the
physical geometry leaving flow regions over the top of the main core between landing bars which are
referred to as the barrel gap. Also, through the Rotor-Stator air gap, half the region is assigned to the
stator so that the heat transfer through the inner surface of the stator is attributed to the stator. The
other important region modelled in this area is the end winding overhangs at both the DE and NDE of
the machine. This region has been simplified, as there is some degree of variation from a
manufacturing perspective in each machine, making an entirely accurate geometry ineffective to
produce.
5. Non Drive End (NDE)
The Non Drive End region houses the machines air inlet portion and the machines excitation system
is loosely modelled. This region of the machine is the least critical area and therefore the geometry
has been simplified as much as possible, so as to reduce the meshing requirements and thereby save
computational time and effort.

7.2. Inlet & Ducting

Figure 24 - Air Inlet Mesh

The inlet region is shown above with body sizing controls attributed to the ducting and plenum regions.
The mesh density of this region can be relatively coarse as flow in this region is not our interest to be
focused on analysis.
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Table 12 – Inlet Meshing Controls

Region
Conical Inlet

Control
Mesh 1:
Body Sizing –
20mm

Image

Mesh 2:
Body Sizing 10mm

S1

S1, Interface S1 –
S2

Plenum

Mesh 1:
Body Sizing –
7.5mm

Face Sizing – 5mm

Mesh 1:
Body Sizing –
75mm
Mesh 2:
Body Sizing –
12.5mm
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7.3. R1 – First Rotating Section

Figure 25 - Mesh NDE

As discussed previously, this region of the machine has some simplifications made to the main bodies, this
means that the mesh in the region can be reduced to save on computational effort. The controls employed
in the region uses a body sizing and tetrahedron unstructured mesh is used to capture the curvatures and
bodies in the zone.
Table 13 - NDE Meshing Controls

Region
R1

Control
Mesh 1:
Body Sizing –
7.5mm

Image

Mesh 2:
Body Sizing –
2mm
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Interfaces

Mesh 1:
Face Sizing 5mm

7.4. Rotor

Figure 26 - Mesh Rotor

The rotor geometry, as described, hosts the Drive End and Non Drive End rotor windings, Interpolar (IP)
and a rotating half of the Rotor / Stator air gap fluid volume, set to rotate at 1500 RPM. These bodies have
an increased complexity and importance which requires the region to carry a higher mesh density. The
volumes seen above are meshed using controls on each body and a sweep mesh, identifying a manual
source and target, to generate mesh in the air gap region, using this method helps to reduce the mesh
volume whilst maintaining the cell quality. The following controls were used in the region:
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Table 14 - Rotor Meshing Controls

Region
IP Gap

Control
Sweep Size 1mm

RS Gap

Sweep Size –
1mm
Edge Sizing 1mm

Wedge Spaces

Body Sizing –
1mm

Image
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Rotor DE & NDE
End Winding
Region &
Winding faces

Mesh 1 & 2:
Body Size – 5mm
Mesh 3:
Body Size –
2.5mm
Mesh 1:
Face Size – 2mm
Mesh 2:
Face size – 1mm

7.5. Stator

Figure 27 - Mesh Stator

The mesh for the stator domain covers the Drive End and Non Drive-End End Winding regions, the
stationary half of the Rotor Stator air gap, stator slots and barrel section of the geometry. Again, these
regions contain the active components of the geometry and therefore require a dense mesh to capture
as much flow detail as possible, such as Heat Transfer Coefficient on the active surfaces. To this extent,
more refined mesh controls are placed in areas of interest for flow performance.
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Table 15 - Stator Mesh Controls

Region
Barrel Gap

Control
Body sizing: 5mm
Face Sizing: 2mm

Stator Air Gap

Sweep: 1mm element size
Edge size: 1mm
Edge sizing: 3 Divisions
(Across gap)

Slots

Edge sizing (Horizontal): 6
Divisions
Edge Sizing (Vertical):
0.5mm

Image

DE & NDE End Body Sizing: 2.5mm
Windings
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7.6. S3 (Stator section between Barrel & Fan)

Table 16 - S3 Meshing Controls

Region
S3

Control
Body Sizing:5mm

Fan seal
interface

Face Sizing: 1mm

S3-Stator
interface

Face Sizing: 2.5mm

Image
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7.7. Drive End

Figure 28 - Drive End Mesh
The Drive End region houses the systems impeller and outlets into ambient, again this is a region that
requires a relatively refined mesh so as to capture complexities of flow behaviour within the region.
Where possible the geometry has been sliced in such a way that creates regions for hex mesh volumes
to be created, thereby achieving the goal of reducing mesh volume whilst maintaining cell quality.
Table 17 - Drive end Mesh Controls
Region
Fan

Control
Body Sizing:2.5mm

Fan Seal-S3
Interface

Face sizing: 2.5mm

Bracket

Body Sizing: 3mm

Bracket Ribs

Face Sizing: 2mm

Image
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8. Mesh Considerations
The intent of separating the components into multizone areas for mesh generation, as described above
was to allow the meshing tool to handle each zone separately. The final fluid domain is assembled with 7
different zones. The biggest advantage of using this method is that when working with smaller separated
zones one region can be modified without affecting the whole model, thereby reducing the amount of
time required to modify and set up the case for the next iteration.
When considering a meshing philosophy for any model some overall points should be considered:
Firstly, the computing power and memory capability of the device that the simulations will be run on, this
is the most crucial factor and will constrain the mesh volume that can be simulated. If the mesh volume
is too large then the computer will run out of available memory and the simulation will crash, forcing the
user to return to the meshing tool and reduce the mesh volume. IBM technology guide for ANSYS Fluent
Customers gives an approximation of the memory required for a job base on cell count:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑗𝑜𝑏 = 𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∗ 𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

Eq. (29)

With double precision model requiring ≥2,000 bytes per cell [23].
Next, a degree of prioritisation should be considered in order to determine where increased mesh density
is required to capture more accurately the flow conditions in areas of specific interest. The converse is
also true for decreasing mesh density in areas of little interest, this helps in controlling the overall mesh
volume and saving computational cost.
Specific controls can then be given to areas of geometry, including, meshing styles and size controls which
can be used to manipulate the mesh size and shapes in the selected area. The most commonly used
shapes in 3D CFD meshing tools are Hexahedrons (Structured) and Tetrahedrons (Unstructured), with
each having characteristics that would lend them to usage in different scenarios. A structured cell region
will have advantages in reducing the number of cells required to fill the region, in most cases the quality
of the cells improve, which all help in reducing the solve time. The hexahedron shape, however, does not
lend itself to effectively filling complex geometry’s which can generate highly skewed cells and unrealistic
flow solutions in such areas. Tetrahedral cells are the common choice for more complex geometry as the
inherent shape of the cell allows greater flexibility and therefore it is often used to capture a more
complex fluid domain. An important drawback of tetrahedral cells is the ineffectiveness of the shape at
the boundary layers, in this region the cells can become stretched and deformed unproportionally with
respect to neighbouring cells and again lead to inaccurate flow solutions. A solution for improvement of
near wall resolution is to apply an inflation layer to a region, this allows for a controllable and refined near
wall cell, which is a prime factor in the prediction of boundary layer flow [24].
The final decision to make is on the conformality of the mesh faces at the interfaces between the bodies
within the geometry. A conformal interface is defined as one where the nodes of the cells on one side
align and match the nodes on the other, this allows for simple continuity between the neighbouring cells.
Conversely non conformality between the bodies means that the nodes do not align and therefore the
calculation over the interface will need to be interpolated, which requires more computational effort and
time. A major reason for using a non-conformal interface between bodies is to protect the cell quality on
either side of the interface as deformation can occur in some scenarios. Care needs to be taken when
using this interface to connect the cell size on either side where significant size differences occur multiple
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cells can feed into a single cell on the other side of the interface. This can be compensated for in the solver
if 2-3 cells feed into a connecting cell but will create errors leading to divergence in the solution if too
many cells feed into the cell on the opposite side.

8.1. Mesh Metrics
To determine whether a satisfactory mesh has been achieved via the above steps, a mesh dependence
study can be carried out, with the goal being to prove that the results gathered from the simulation are
reflecting flow physics boundary conditions defined by fluid domain rather than numerically induced as a
consequence of the mesh that has been used. To achieve this understanding, typically, three mesh grids
are created with a coarse, medium and fine sizing respectively. As an aid to compare one grid against
another, 4 metrics are quoted and tabulated against their respective bodies and then the overall Min,
Max and average are quoted on the bottom row. More detail around the chosen metrics is depicted
below.
Orthogonal quality is defined as the deviation between the neighbouring element centre to the median
line of the cell face vector. In the diagram on Figure 29 it can be seen that the ‘f’ values represent the
vector from the centroid of the cell to the centroid of the cell face, ‘C’ represents the vector from the
centroid of the cell to the centroid of the next cell and ‘A’ is the normal vector from the centroid of the
face. The metric scores the quality of the cell between 0 and 1, with 1 being the perfect. Ideally, the
minimum value of orthogonality should be >0.2, however, modern solvers can now handle a small number
of cells with a low quality without causing divergence issues.

Figure 29 - Orthogonal Quality Calculation [25]

The Skewness value measures a tetrahedral cell size against an optimal equilateral cell to give a value
again between 0 and 1, with 1 being a highly skewed cell and 0 being an optimal cell shape. As with the
orthogonal quality, modern solvers can handle small numbers of highly skewed cells without causing
divergence issues.
𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
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Eq. (30)

Figure 30 - Cell Skewness [26]

The aspect ratio metric describes the ratio of the area of a circle circumscribed and inscribed onto and
around the cell respectively, lower ratio represents a higher quality cell on this metric. As with the
previous metrics, a small number of cells with a high aspect ratio can be managed within the solver,
however values >1,000 will most likely cause divergence within the solution. Figure 31 shows a diagram
example of the two circles used to measure the ratio.

Figure 31 - Aspect Ratio [25]

The Y+ value is an extremely important metric related to meshing and turbulence model resolution to be
considered in this section. It is a value that has a profound impact on the accuracy of near wall solutions,
measured by ratioing density, a wall distance from the first node away from the wall (y), velocity and a
fluid property such as dynamic viscosity, as seen in Eq. (31).
𝜌𝑦𝑢 𝑇
Eq. (31)
𝜇
Figure 32 shows graphically the importance of the y+ dimension with a plot of 3 data sets showing a
typical velocity profile of fluids with a Reynolds number below 5,000, a log law plot and a linear plot
respectively. It can be seen that the tendency of the lines using two equations presented in Figure 32
matches very closely to the typical velocity profile within the ‘viscous sub layer’ and the ‘fully turbulent
log law zone’, however, there is a divergence from both equations within the indicated ‘buffer zone’.
These regions can easily be correlated to y+ values along the x axis to determine values that will provide
accurate simulation results. Using this method suitable y+ values can be read as 0> y+ <5 for the viscous
sub layer and 30> y+ <300 for predictions of fully turbulent fluid in the log-law zone.
𝑦+ =
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Figure 32 - Typical velocity profile of u+ against y+ [27]

It is therefore a consideration for the user as to what resolution is required at the near wall region as
factors such as heat transfer, flow separation and frictional drag will be captured within the sub layer. The
compromise on the y+ resolution is once again the computational effort required to calculate a highly
resolved boundary layer. The other consideration for y+ value is the turbulence model that is being
chosen, the most complex models such as Large Eddy Simulation model requires highly refined mesh to
achieve the correct y+ values, however, the simpler 2 equation models do not require the same level of
near wall resolution and can operate effectively with y+ values >30.
Table 18 - Coarse Mesh Characteristics

Body

Cell Count

Inlet
R1
Stator
Rotor
S3
Fan
Bracket
Total

1,369,924
176,549
11,117,714
15,987,421
418,544
492,565
2,473,151
32,035,868

Orthogonal Quality
Min
Max
Avg.
8.11E-03 0.99996
0.7685
0.1654 0.99038 0.74789
9.21E-04 0.99891 0.71124
0.10052
1 0.85068
2.35E-02 0.99585 0.73219
9.82E-02
1 0.79019
0.11857
1 0.76546
0.0009
1.0000
0.7892

Skewness
Asepct Ratio
Min
Max
Avg.
Min
Max
Avg.
3.47E-09 0.99189 0.23026
1.0169
61.332
4.0668
5.71E-08
0.8346 0.25074
1.1576
11.023
1.094
1.31E-10 0.99908 0.32878
1.1575
252.23
2.941
1.31E-10 0.89948 0.16745
1
13.794
1.873
1.35E-05
0.9765 0.26654
1.1585
13.317
1.9555
1.99E-06 0.90183 0.22568
1.0092
15.192
1.7971
1.31E-10 0.88143 0.24809
1.0142
14.96
1.946
0.0000
0.9991
0.2350
1.0000 252.2300
2.3387
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A coarse mesh was created, with the above characteristics of cell count, Orthogonal quality, Skewness
and aspect ratio, which demonstrates a minimum overall mesh volume and represents the
computationally cheapest solution to the meshing problem.
Table 19 - Medium Mesh Characteristics

Body

Cell Count

Inlet
R1
Stator
Rotor
S3
Fan
Bracket
Total

7,868,612
8,899,129
21,309,883
29,611,658
691,306
3,374,612
3,903,021
75,658,221

Orthogonal Quality
Min
Max
Avg.
3.91E-02
0.99977 0.87074
0.15416
0.9976 0.74362
1.71E-03
0.99891 0.72273
4.75E-02
1 0.80379
2.35E-02
0.99585 0.73219
1.67E-01
1 0.81313
0.15382
1 0.78329
0.0017
1.0000
0.7795

Skewness
Asepct Ratio
Min
Max
Avg.
Min
Max
Avg.
3.39E-08
0.9609 0.16425
1.003
19.505
1.6686
5.71E-08
0.8346 0.25074
1.1576
11.023
1.094
2.93E-12 0.99829 0.29753
1.1575 7.14E+02
2.4605
2.25E-12 0.95252 0.20544
1.1523
13.873
1.8873
1.13E-05 0.96894 0.26592
1.586
14.698
1.9485
3.91E-10 0.83308 0.19975
1.0037
11.036
1.7359
1.31E-10 0.84618 0.23012
1.0142
12.785
1.8387
0.0000
0.9983
0.2340
1.0030 713.5600
1.9240

The medium mesh was created, and it contains roughly 2.3 times higher cell count as the coarsest mesh.
The characteristics of the medium mesh can be compared against the coarse, where the metrics reported
in Table 19 show an improvement on almost all metrics across each body from Table 18. A weighted
average is used corresponding to the mesh quality matrix in Table 20 to calculate the values on the bottom
row. This best represents the improvements made as the areas with high mesh density constrained to the
rotor and stator sections.
Table 20 - Fine Mesh Characteristics

Body
Inlet
R1
Stator
Rotor
S3
Fan
Bracket
Total

Cell Count
7,868,612
8,899,129
27,170,582
33,270,885
1,714,137
30,537,272
3,903,021
113,363,638

Orthogonal Quality
Min
Max
Avg.
3.91E-02
0.99977 0.87074
0.15416
0.9976 0.74362
1.40E-03
0.99891 0.72615
4.75E-02
1 0.79852
3.00E-03
0.99275 0.73635
1.02E-01
0.99999 0.80752
0.15382
1 0.78329
0.0716
0.9984
0.7809

Skewness
Asepct Ratio
Min
Max
Avg.
Min
Max
Avg.
3.39E-08
0.9609 0.16425
1.003
19.505
1.6686
5.71E-08
0.8346 0.25074
1.1576
11.023
1.094
3.06E-13
0.9986 0.28951
1.1575 7.14E+02
2.3476
2.25E-12 0.95252 0.20959
1
17.222
1.8872
8.12E-07
0.997 0.26225
1.577
34.735
1.9402
2.88E-11 0.89802 0.19952
1.0009
20.525
1.9856
1.31E-10 0.84618 0.23012
1.0142
12.785
1.8387
0.0000
0.9268
0.2276
1.1300 118.4793
1.9457

The fine mesh contains an extra 50% of cell count compared to the medium mesh, an improvement can
be seen in the mesh metrics listed in Table 20 with an improvement in the weighted average orthogonal
quality and skewness. Nevertheless, the mesh quality improvements were not significant enough to justify
the extra computational requirements of the refined mesh.
A final case file was generated with adapted mesh inside fluent solver where the cell adaption tool was
used to target the important surfaces with Y+ value within the buffer zone. The adopted mesh approach
was developed from the medium mesh via ANSYS Fluent solver by selecting surfaces that require
refinement to correct the Y+ value into the viscous sub layer at 1 > Y+ < 5. This cell adaption splits the near
wall cells by refining the cell height where the value does not sit within the given range for the particular
cells. After 2 iterations the value for the walls were within the viscous sub layer and therefore the refined
mesh could be considered as valid. The mesh size increased significantly for the adopted approach with
an overall cell count of 146,343,348, but the advantage is that the mesh refinement only targets the area
of interest with a cell increase.
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8.2. Mesh Validation
As a verification of the mesh metrics discussed previously the 4 types of mesh volume were compared to
each other and test data from an experimental rig. The overall results of their comparisons are shown in
Table 21 where the percentage change for cell count, flow rate and velocity are detailed.
Table 21 - Mesh Validation Overall Results
Flow Split %
Cell Count Total Flow Rotor Flow Barrel Flow
Practical
Mesh 1
Mesh 2
Mesh 3
Mesh 4

N/A
32,035,868
75,658,221
113,363,638
134,479,916

1.837
1.655
1.713
1.610
1.665

0.526
0.578
0.624
0.635
0.642

1.311
1.077
1.089
0.975
1.023

Barrel
Velocity
43.697
33.795
32.218
31.786
33.399

Rotor
28.65%
34.95%
36.40%
39.46%
38.59%

Stator
71.35%
65.05%
63.60%
60.54%
61.41%

Cell
Total
Rotor
Barrel
Barrel Flow
Count % Flow %
Flow %
Velocity
% Change
Change Change Change
% Change
0.00%
-9.88%
9.91%
-17.83% -22.66%
136.17%
-6.75% 18.48%
-16.88% -26.27%
49.84% -12.37% 20.66%
-25.64% -27.26%
18.63%
-9.35% 22.07%
-21.97% -23.57%

It can be seen from the result set that for the most part, the simulation results have an acceptable
correlation compared to the results obtained in the physical tests, with a total predicted value for flow
rate showing a 6.75% divergence from the measured value. The breakdown of the values of the rotor and
barrel flows provide some insight into what the cause of the differential, with the rotor flow predicted as
significantly higher than what was measured. This then has an impact on the opposing flow channel
through the stator, indicating that the flow volume through the stator is under predicted.

Comparison of Flow Splits
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
Barrel

40.00%

Rotor

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%

0.00%
Practical

Mesh 1

Mesh 2

Figure 33 - Mesh Validation Flow Split
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Mesh 3

Mesh 4

Comparison of Mass Flow Rate
1.900

Mass Flow Rate (kg/s)

1.850

1.837

1.800
1.750
1.713

1.700

1.665

1.655

1.650

1.610

1.600

1.550
1.500
1.450
Practical

32,035,868

75,658,221

113,363,638

146,343,348

Mesh Volume
Figure 34 - Mesh Validation Mass Flow

Figure 33 shows how the % flow split changes through the mesh validation with the comparison of
measured result being the first column on the left side of the chart, the orange bar showing the % flow
through the stator and blue bar showing the % flow in the rotor channel. The graph shows that the
predicted rotor flow approaches a 39.46% weighting in Mesh 3 and 28.65 in mesh 1 in comparison to the
measured value of 28.65%. Figure 34 shows the overall mass flow through the inlet on the Y axis with
respect to the total mesh volume on the X axis. The flow rate predicted by mesh 2 most closely matches
the practical value is on mesh 2 despite the flow split shown in Figure 33 more closely matches mesh 1 on
the test data.
The total flow rates will not create a sufficient validation of the cases, however, as there are further
elements to be considered, which have a larger impact on solutions for example the fluid interaction with
surfaces, such as Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC), which is intrinsically influenced by how fluid interaction
at the near wall region is accurately predicted. Therefore, the mesh quality at the near heated walls region
can affect the solution.
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Figure 35 - Barrel Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figure 35 shows the predicted HTC value on the stator barrel surface and it can be seen that mesh 1 and
2 predict similar values with an average HTC value of 54.65 W/m2k and 54.07 W/m2K respectively. Mesh
4 predicts the highest HTC value as seen on the graph and offers an average value of 60.42 W/m2K which
translates to an 11.7% increase from that of Mesh 2. This could be due to the contribution of Y+.
Table 22 - Barrel Y+ Values

Barrel Y+
Mesh 1
40.95115
Mesh 2
15.92128
Mesh 3
12.00424
Mesh 4
4.413525
Table 22 shows the predicted Y+ values for each mesh in this region, the values highlighted in red show
where the first cell height sits within the buffer region of flow and should therefore be treated with some
caution.
The next region considered is the Stator Inner surface which interacts with high velocity swirling air which
is disturbed by the rotor body spinning at 1500 RPM whilst being drawn towards the fan, it is expected
therefore for this region to have a higher HTC value than the more laminar barrel flow region.
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Figure 36 - Stator Inner Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figure 36 graphically shows the predictions of HTC for each mesh build on the inner surface of the stator.
It can be seen that Mesh 4 predicts the highest HTC value with mesh 1 and 3 showing the most aligned
results. Mesh 4 predicts the highest trend, with an average HTC value of 261.51 W/m2K compared to the
lowest average value given by mesh 1 at 118.64 W/m2K. For the values that rely heavily on the near wall
predictions, Y+ value is of high importance.
Table 23 - Stator Inner Y+

Stator Inner Y+
Mesh 1
10.74793
Mesh 2
10.7291
Mesh 3
10.86363
Mesh 4
3.499276
Table 23 shows the predicted Y+ values for each mesh on the stator inner wall and it can be seen that
mesh 4 achieves a lower Y+ value within the viscous sub layer and can therefore be treated with more
confidence than the other predictions with a Y+ value within the buffer zone shown in Figure 32.
Finally, the rotor pole surface HTC is plotted to provide the understanding of the impact of the different
mesh volumes on the predicted values, this region creates the swirling component to the rotor velocity
and spins at 1500RPM with a structured Hex cell filling the RS gap.
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Figure 37 - Rotor Pole Surface Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figure 37 shows the rotor pole surface HTC values in comparison to differing mesh volumes. Mesh 3
predicts the highest HTC tendency with an average value of 100.42 W/m2K, whilst mesh 1 and mesh 2
have predicted essentially the same average value of HTC at 53.51 W/m2K & 54.01 W/m2K respectively.
Table 24 - Rotor Lamination Y+

Rotor Lamination Y+
Mesh 1
10.38317
Mesh 2
10.03765
Mesh 3
10.01692
Mesh 4
3.239419
Table 24 shows the Y+ values for the 4 mesh volumes and it can be seen that the first 3 meshes have a Y+
value that is within the buffer region and therefore can give an unreliable prediction, Mesh 4 has a Y+
value within the viscous sub layer and therefore provides a more accurate value.
Overall, due to the importance of the near wall region predictions for the results of this study, Mesh 4 was
chosen despite its high cell count and therefore increased computational cost. Having many cells in the
buffer zone would invalidate the results of the heat transfer values through the rest of the study and
reduce the confidence in the results of the study. A HPC has been used for the running of most of the
studies for this research to compensate for the increased mesh size.

8.3. Turbulence Model Validation
The next validation to be focused on was the selection of the turbulence model for the simulations, as
shown in the CFD Theory chapter. The mesh used in this validation is the Mesh 4 grid from the previous
section. The selection of a turbulence model will again profoundly impact the solutions gained from the
simulations. Three turbulence models were validated, Standard K-ε, K-ε with enhanced wall treatment
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and a Shear Stress Transport (SST) model. The results of the comparison were handled similarly to the
mesh validation above.

Table 25 - Turbulence Model Results
Total FlowRotor FlowBarrel Flow
Practical
K- Epsilon
Enhanced Wall
SST

1.837
1.665
1.656
1.715

0.526
0.642
0.652
0.680

1.311
1.023
1.004
1.035

Barrel
Barrel
Velocity Pressure
43.697 -1256.497
33.399
-808.169
32.760
-796.446
34.141
-870.051

Flow Split %
Total
Rotor
Barrel
Barrel
Barrel
Rotor
Stator
Flow % Flow % Flow % Velocity Pressure
28.65% 71.35%
38.59% 61.41%
-9.35% 22.07% -21.97% -23.57% -35.68%
39.40% 60.60%
-9.85% 23.96% -23.42% -25.03% -36.61%
39.64% 60.36%
-6.61% 29.19% -20.99% -21.87% -30.76%

Table 25 shows the overall results given from each of the turbulence models chosen and compares them
to the practical results obtained on the test rig at the start of the project. It can be seen from these results
that the SST model predicts the closest results in terms of the total mass flow rate, but as a consequence
further over predicts the flow through the rotor.
The Heat Transfer Coefficient is compared through the same flow channels as previous to judge the likely
best model to use.
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Figure 38 - Turbulence Model Heat Transfer Through Barrel

Figure 38 shows that the K-ε and SST models have good agreement on the HTC through this section
predicting an average of 65.49 W/m2K and 63.82 W/m2K respectively, the Enhanced Wall Treatment
addition to the K-ε model appears to significantly increase the heat transfer prediction with an increase
Heat Flux prediction being maintained throughout the length of the wall.
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Heat Transfer Coefficient On Stator Inner Surface
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Figure 39 - Turbulence Model Stator Inner Surface

Figure 39 shows the HTC through the stator inner surface using the k-ε, k-ε with enhanced wall treatment
and Transition SST turbulence models. It can be seen that the K-ε model provides the highest prediction
of HTC value along the stator inner surface. The average predicted values for K-ε, Enhanced Wall and SST
models are 261.51 W/m2K, 187.17 W/m2K & 192.88 W/m2K respectively. It is seen here that the SST model
and Enhanced Wall treatment models have a good agreement for HTC value on the Stator inner surface.
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Figure 40 - Turbulence Model Rotor Pole Surface
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Figure 40 shows a good alignment on all three turbulence models for the HTC prediction on the rotor pole
surface, with the k-ε showing the largest deviation from the other two models. The average values of HTC
for the k-ε, Enhanced Wall Treatment & SST models were 63.95 W/m2K, 68.26 W/m2K & 67.58 W/m2K
respectively. The average values show more clearly that the k-ε model has an overall lower prediction of
heat transfer rate across the surface.
To further investigate the differences between the models, vector plots should be looked at to gather
some more detailed insight into the performance of the models.

Barrel Flow
End Winding

Rotor Flow

Figure 41 - Vector Plot of fan entry prediction in K-ε Turbulence Model

Figure 41 shows the vector plot of the results for the K-ε turbulence model, it can be seen in the space
above the end winding that a large vortex formed, circulating between the surface of the winding and the
main barrel flow as it enters a large expansion region. Another small vortex can be seen on the slower
expansion of air coming out of the R-S gap and a final vortex is shown just behind the front face of the
fan.
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Figure 42 - Vector Plot of K-ε with Enhanced Wall Treatment Turbulence Model

Figure 42 shows a vector plot of the fan entry prediction using the k-ε model with enhanced wall
treatment which presents an almost identical flow pattern to the standard K-ε turbulence. The difference
between the two models is attributed to the near wall treatment of the flow.

Figure 43 - Vector plot of SST Turbulence Model
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Figure 43 shows the vector plot for the SST Turbulence models and where a few differences can be noted.
The first vortex above the end winding is slightly more pronounced than in the K-ε model, the vortex
coming out of the R-S gap has moved axially toward the air gap outlet and the vortex shown at the
entrance to the fan has increased in size and the main flow path of air has moved towards the back of the
fan. Finally, a new vortex can be seen on the recirculation path out of the top of the fan above where the
recirculating air and main flow of air leaving the barrel can be seen to collide.
Another interesting plot to look at for the turbulence models and near wall treatment is the contour plot
of temperature prediction. This plot will be affected by a few factors, including the near wall treatment
and subsequent wall heat flux and HTC predictions as well as the predictions of physical air flow such as
turbulence, mass flow and velocity. This metric will therefore show a distinct difference in predicted
values.

Figure 44 - K-ε Temperature Contour Plot

Figure 44 displays the temperature contour plot for the standard K-ε turbulence model, showing a strongly
defined temperature gradient on the top barrel flow channel. The flow leaving the R-S gap shows a small
yellow sphere of increased temperature before it hits the vortex shedding as seen presented in Figure 41
which facilitates the heat to be dissipated more evenly, air flow travelling through the rotor end windings
carries some thermal flow into the flow which exits the air gap. Finally mass of warm air sits at the +Z
direction of the rotor end windings where it can be seen in Figure 41 that there is an air flow travelling in
the +Y direction along the end winding surface and then makes its way into the flow path carrying it
toward the fan.
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Figure 45 - Enhanced Wall Treatment Temperature Contour Plot

Figure 45 shows the temperature contours plot of CFD results modelled by using k - ε turbulence model
with enhanced wall treatment. On the same plane against the same colour scale and it can therefore be
seen that the free stream air flow through the barrel which has a slightly higher temperature than that
displayed in Figure 44 and moreover, there is a faster transition from the high temperature at the
boundary to the faster moving air flow above the region. As expected with the changes made, the only
differences in prediction are on the boundary layer where the enhanced wall treatment better resolves
the near wall condition.
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Figure 46 - SST Turbulence Model Temperature Contour plot

Figure 46 shows the temperature contour of the SST Turbulence model, presenting a quite different
contour plot. It can be seen from the lighter shading of blue through the barrel that the overall
temperature predicted in the region is slightly higher and the temperature in the centre of the vortex
above the end winding, but with a lower temperature than that displayed in Figure 45 with
correspondence to the outer region of the vortex. A clear separation of fluid from the rotor and stator can
be seen at the end of the stator end winding with the colder air from the barrel dominating the rotor flow,
which can be seen by the visual temperature differential between the hot air coming from the R-S gap
and the cooler air from the barrel.
The conclusion from the Turbulence model validation is that the K-ε model with enhanced wall treatment
should be used going forward. The SST model perhaps gives the most accurate flow prediction, with the
total flow solution being higher than the other turbulence models, however, the model is significantly
more computationally expensive compared to the K-ε model, for example. The enhanced wall treatment
K-ε calculation gives a better alignment to the SST temperature prediction due to the better near wall
prediction given in the standard model but does not take the extra computational effort that the SST
algorithm requires.
In addition to the validation study conducted the inherent capabilities and limitations of each turbulent
model should be considered to add to the overall picture of the results obtained. The standard K-ε
equations provide a robust solver that will provide good solutions in most flow scenarios and the
enhanced wall treatment version is the most commonly used modelling procedure used throughout the
rotating electrical machine industry. The SST model is widely accepted as a superior solver for flows such
as this where surface heat transfer is of interest and therefore strong consideration was given for using
the model, however, to be fully accurate further refinement of Y+ to a value of ≤1 in all regions should be
undertaken and this would take the mesh size above one that can be handled with the current computing
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power available. Due to the comparative nature of this study as long as consistent results can be found to
adjudge the impact of any changes made to the flow.
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9. Results
This results section will begin with the results of the baseline which as discussed above are obtained using
mesh 4 validated through the mesh dependence study and the K-ε turbulence model with enhanced wall
treatment is used to solve the turbulence flow condition. The solver employed for the simulation is in
Fluent 19.2. The boundary conditions for the simulations will stay consistent throughout the body of work
and thus will only be detailed at the beginning of this section.
At this point it is worth restating the objectives of this study:
1. A method of air flow redistribution so as to demonstrate a balanced rotor and stator predicted
temperature to within 2.5%
2. The proposed solution should maintain at least the original efficiency of the case study machine
3. The proposed solution should show a proven analytical performance increase based on input data
specified in MotorCAD, showing an improvement in both Rotor & Stator predicted temperatures

9.1. Boundary Conditions
Due to the incompressible nature of the flow, a pressure based solver with pressure-velocity coupling in
Fluent 19.2 was used to establish flow. The simulation was carried out in steady state. The energy model
was activated and k-ε turbulence model with enhanced wall functions was selected to predict turbulent
flow conditions in the fluid domain. A summary of the model is presented in Table 26.
Table 26 – Fluent Setup - Models

Models
Energy
On
Turbulence K-ε Enhanced Wall
The fluid simulated is air. The cell zone conditions tab will set any effects that will be simulated in the
whole fluid zone, in this study a Moving Reference Frame model was used, with a rotational velocity set
at -1500 RPM, as seen presented in Table 27 corresponding to different components in the domain.
Table 27 - Fluent Setup - Cell Zone Conditions

Cell Zone Conditions
Rotation
Frame Motion
fan
-1500
IP
-1500
rotor
-1500
rotor-DE
-1500
rotor-NDE
-1500
RS
-1500
The boundary conditions for the simulation are ‘Inlet’, ‘Interface’, ‘Internal’, ‘Outlet’ & ‘Wall’. The
interface and internal zones are left as default. Table 28 shows the parameter set up for these boundary
conditions. For this study all values not mentioned in the table are left as the default settings.
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Table 28 - Fluent Setup - Boundary Conditions

Boundary Conditions
Pressure Inlet
0 Pa
Pressure Outlet
0 Pa
Wall Temperatures (°K)
IP
373
NDE Stator End Winding
373
DE Stator End Winding
373
Stator Lamination
373
Rotor Lamination
373
Rotor Winding
373
Rotor NDE End Winding
373
Rotor DE End Winding
373
The 0 Pa pressure inlet condition is chosen as the velocity at the inlet is unknown, the pressure inlet for
incompressible flow behaves like a velocity inlet boundary condition as the pressure is updated with every
iteration and used to calculate a velocity to be used in the next iteration [28]. To mitigate the effect of
setting the inlet pressure to 0 Pa an ambient zone surrounds both the inlet and outlet to conditions to not
impact the solution. The wall temperatures on the active surfaces described in Table 28 are set to 273°K,
which is a nominal value close to temperatures which would be expected in these locations. This method
of setting constant wall temperatures allows for the simulation to predict wall heat flux values and
subsequent Heat Transfer Coefficients which can be then used in the thermal network model.
A SIMPLE algorithm with spatial discretization approach is used as a numerical procedure to solve the flow
interactively and details are listed in Table 29:
Table 29 - Fluent Setup - Solution Methods

Spatial Discretization
Gradient
Least Squares Cell Based
Pressure
Second Order
Momentum
Second Order Upwind
Turbulent Kinetic Energy
First Order Upwind
Turbulent Dissipation Rate First Order Upwind
Energy
Second Order Upwind
The Controls section follows where the Under Relaxation Factors are adjusted, for the most part these are
left as the default settings with the values only adjusted to allow the solution residuals to settle. Table 30
shows the default relaxation factors used within Fluent to control the solution, these values can be
adjusted to improve solver stability and improve convergence speed.
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Table 30 - Fluent Setup - Under Relaxation Factors

Under Relaxation Factors
Pressure
0.3
Density
1
Body forces
1
Momentum
0.8
Turbulent Kinetic Energy
0.8
Turbulent Dissipation Rate
0.8
Turbulent Viscosity
1
Finally, monitors and reports are setup to monitor solver iteration progress and convergence history as
the user requires. The monitor data can be plotted live during the simulations to provide convergence
details of the chosen metric over time. The plots given by the monitor points are often more effective in
determining convergence than the default residuals plot.

9.2. Baseline
Table 31 - Baseline Flow Results
Flow Split %
Run Definition Total Flow Rotor Flow Barrel Flow
Baseline

1.713

0.624

1.089

Rotor

Stator

36.40%

63.60%

Fan power % From
(W)
Baseline
3407.793

0.00%

% Rotor % Barrel
From
From
Baseline Baseline
0.00%
0.00%

% Power
From
Baseline
0.00%

Table 31 shows the baseline results generated, with 3 flow rates plotted showing the overall flow rate
through the machine and the flow split that is a consequence of the machine geometry, also shown is the
fan power in Watts. Figure 47 & Figure 48 show the flow plots predicted in the baseline simulation, the
plots that will illuminate the most information in this study will show a cross section along the YZ axis
which aligns with the flow direction within the machine.
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Figure 47 - Baseline Vector Plot
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Leakage Gap

Figure 48 - Baseline Pressure Plot

On the baseline results, the first thing that was noticed in Figure 47 is the significant leakage of air coming
from the top of the fan and coming back into the machine, this recirculation will reduce the overall air
flow through the machine and should therefore be closed as much as possible to recover the wasted fan
performance. The pressure gradient through the machine in Figure 48 shows where the central portion
of the fan has the lowest pressure and how it rapidly increases as the flow gets to the outside of the fan
and is blocked by the fan housing, the pressure differential at the point between the fan and bracket and
the machine side of the fan causes air to be pulled back into the machine and recirculated into the eye of
the fan again, the flow through the leakage gap is 0.0716 kg/s.
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Figure 49 - Baseline - Barrel Heat Transfer

Figure 49 shows a graph of the Heat Transfer Coefficient through the barrel flow channel, the plot
demonstrates how the flow gradually loses its ability to collect heat as its temperature rises along the
flow path. The smoothness of the curve is as a direct result of the laminar nature of the flow as there are
no obstacles to the flow path down the channel. All the following Heat Transfer plots will be used to
feed into the MotorCAD prediction to predict a machine temperature based on the fluid properties on
each run.
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Figure 50 - Baseline - Rotor Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figure 50 displays the heat transfer coefficient through the rotor channel which will have a direct impact
on the temperature that can be picked up from the fluid in the flow channel. The graphs on Figure 49 &
Figure 50 gives a good insight numerically to the impact of the changes to each case on the rotor and
stator temperatures and these will be continued to be monitored as the study progresses. The Heat
Transfer Coefficients along with the fluid flow rates are fed into the MotorCAD design in order to
calculate a winding temperature based on the machine architecture, the fluid flow and HTC values will
be the only updates from model to model which will provide a fair comparison between cases.
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Figure 51 - Baseline MotorCAD Temperatures
Table 32 - Baseline MotorCAD Temperature & Efficiency

Case
Baseline

Stator
Winding (°C)
132.45

Rotor
Winding (°C)
147.68

Efficiency
94.704

Figure 51 shows a graphical plot of the predicted average winding temperatures of the rotor and stator
average temperature, it can be seen on the graph that the rotor is consistently hotter across all the core
length which would suggest that the rotor requires more air flow than it is currently receiving, in order to
cool the windings. The baseline temperature predictions for both the stator and rotor are 132.45°C &
147.68°C respectively, which shows a 15.23°C difference which needs to be recovered in order to achieve
a balanced temperature prediction. The efficiency of the machine is calculated from the predicted losses
given in MotorCAD which are directly affected by the temperature of the windings, the baseline machine
efficiency given by the software is calculated by the following equation:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑀𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

Eq. (32)

The losses within the machine are predicted through MotorCAD, utilising the input data of the machine
electromagnetic design losses which are supplied by the electromagnetic engineers, and adding the
thermal losses calculated within the MotorCAD design tool. The predicted efficiency of the machine is
94.704% with the rotor producing 14KW losses and the stator producing 6KW losses.
The first iterations of the design will focus on attempting to shift the balance of the flow towards the
rotor, without losing overall flow rate. This is due to the baseline imbalance of rotor and stator
temperature shown in Figure 51 and compounded by the difference in flow rates of cooling air flow seen
in Table 31.
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9.3. Fan Seal
The first improvement to the flow rate was achieved by reducing the size of air gap on the seal of the
fan, the effect of this was to utilise the fan more effectively by not having to recirculate air that has
already been through the fan. As shown in Figure 52 the air gap on the baseline machine was at 5mm
and the improved seal run reduced that gap by 60% to 2mm, it is not practical to completely remove this
gap as some gap is required to allow the bracket to fit over the top of the fan in the machine assembly
process.

Figure 52 - Enhanced Fan Seal Geometry
Table 33 - Fan Seal Flow Rates
Flow Split %
Run Definition Total Flow Rotor Flow Barrel Flow
Baseline
Fan Seal

1.713
1.783

0.624
0.611

1.089
1.171

Rotor

Stator

36.40%
34.30%

63.60%
65.70%

Fan power % From
(W)
Baseline
3407.793
3465.540

0.00%
4.07%

% Rotor % Barrel
From
From
Baseline Baseline
0.00%
0.00%
-1.95%
7.51%

% Power
From
Baseline
0.00%
1.69%

Table 33 shows that the benefit of this change was an overall mass flow rate increase of 6.32% from 1.713
kg/s to 1.783 kg/s. An unexpected effect of this change however was an increased bias of flow towards
the barrel flow, this sees an extra 15.94% flow increase when compared to the baseline barrel flow and
increases the flow split to give a 66% bias toward the stator. It can be seen too that a marginal increase in
the power consumption in the fan has occurred, this can be attributed to the increased overall flow
through the machine.
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Fan Seal

Baseline

Figure 53 - Baseline Vs Enhanced Seal Vector Plot

Figure 53 shows the vector plot of the changes made in this design and allows the user to see very quickly
how the increase in barrel flow alters the flow conditions at the inlet of the fan. With a much reduced
recirculation path, the air flow is not impeded in its path towards the fan and therefore continues along
its path before turning radially inwards near the front wall of the fan. An effect of this looks to be that the
recirculating air above the End Winding is expanded into a flatter vortex as there is a larger space for the
air to turn without entering back into the main flow path. The flow that is funnelling between the end
winding and face of the fan goes through a restriction at this point, accelerating the flow radially inwards
this aspect of the flow is believed to have the most impact. Firstly, the accelerated flow moves down
through the region where flow was exiting the rotor and impedes its route into the fan and thereby
reducing the overall flow through that channel. In addition, it can be seen that with the major component
of the flow now facing radially inwards, the flow needs to turn through 180° to align with the fan flow,
the momentum of this flow means that the turning radius of the air pushes the flow to the back plate of
the fan and does not utilise the majority of the fan blade.
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Baseline

Fan Seal

Figure 54 - Baseline Vs Enhanced Seal Pressure Plot

Figure 54 shows the pressure plot of the comparison between the models, which shows how a greater
pressure build up on the outside of the fan allows for the improvement in flow, but also it can be seen
how the pressure on the end of the rotor is reduced in comparison to the baseline flow.
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Fan Seal

Baseline

Figure 55 - Baseline Vs Enhanced Seal Temperature Plot

Figure 55 shows how the temperature within the section are affected, with the enhanced seal having an
impact on the impinging air flow on the stator end winding. The comparison of contour plots of both
baseline and enhanced seal temperature cases, it found for the enhanced seal case that the cooler blue
air flow is drawn axially along the machine and misses the surface area on the top side of the winding,
whereas in the baseline case the recirculating air pushes the barrel air stream back and down onto part
of that winding. The effect seen in the vector plot of Figure 53 is identical on this plot as the cooler air
flow dominates the fan inlet region and the hot air leaving the rotor channel struggles to escape.
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Figure 56 - Enhanced Fan Seal & Baseline Barrel Heat Transfer Coefficient Graph

Figure 56 shows graphically how the HTC drops through the barrel gap for the enhanced fan seal case in
comparison to the baseline. It can be seen how the extra flow through the barrel translates to a slight
increase in HTC performance along the length of the channel. It would be expected that the increase in
flow in this barrel gap would have a small impact in both HTC and temperature due to the Reynolds
number in this region being <500 whereas the comparative rotor flow has a higher Reynolds value of
>1000.
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Figure 57 - Enhanced Fan Seal & Baseline Rotor Heat Transfer Coefficient Graph

Figure 57 aligns with what is expected from the HTC through the rotor as the overall flow has dropped
by 8.5% the capacity for the heat to be transferred into the remaining cooling fluid is lost, this is evident
from the fan seal curve being consistently lower than the baseline results.
From the comparison of the two non-linear curves of the heat transfer coefficients through each flow
channel it would be expected that both the rotor and stator temperatures will increase as the air flow in
both channels is transferring less heat. A greater rise in Stator temperature is expected than that of the
rotor.
Table 34 - Enhanced Flow Seal MotorCAD Predicted Temperatures

Case
Baseline
Fan Seal

Stator
Winding (°C)
132.45
132.75

Rotor
Winding (°C)
147.68
147.88

Efficiency
94.704
94.704

Table 34 shows the temperatures that MotorCAD is predicting based on the data inputs from CFD, it can
be seen that the reduced HTC’s in both flow channels have a negative impact on the predicted
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temperatures of both components. The Stator predicted temperature has risen by 0.3°C and the Rotor
by 0.2°C with a predicted machine efficiency remaining the same as the baseline.
The findings from this comparison show that controlling the stator flow can have a major impact in the
overall flow through the machine and that the interaction of the two flows at the fan entrance can impact
the flow split. The discrepancy displayed in Figure 53 shows that the difference in the plot of the barrel
flow is profound as the air exits the flow path and then joins the rotor flow. The simulation shows how
the rotor flow is impeded by the extra air flow in the rotor and therefore restricts the total flow going
through the channel. As stated in the objectives the aim is to balance the temperatures in the machine,
with the rotor typically running hottest, the overall impact of this change is thought negative therefore as
the rotor loses a further 8.5% of flow in comparison to the original machine.

Figure 58 - Enhanced Fan Seal MotorCAD Temperature Graph

The temperature predictions within the machine show more clearly that a focus should be held on pushing
more air through the rotor as this is where the majority of the heat can be collected from the active
components.
An improvement considered from the findings of this first iteration is to attempt to better control the air
flow leaving the barrel and entering the fan. The baseline results show how the air turning through a
tighter radius and not interacting with the rotor flow can benefit the rotor flow. It is therefore proposed
that a controlling mechanism can be placed between the stator end winding of the fan that can redirect
the air from the barrel into the fan and prevent the interaction of the two flows at the fan eye.

9.4. Fan Scoop Only
As discussed above the location to be targeted for improving the flow split was the space between the
stator end winding and the inlet of the fan, this is to guide the barrel flow away from the rotor flow and
into the fan itself. Figure 43 shows a cross section of the inlet geometry and the section indicated by a
circle is the proposed insert to guide the flow.
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Figure 59 - Fan Scoop & Seal Geometry

The scoop is defined by a revolve of a curve that fits between the fan and the end winding, which the
component is mounted on. The geometry of the scoop is bound by a 28mm gap between the end winding
and the blades of the fan, a 212.5mm inside radius of the fan front face and an end winding radius of
215mm. The proposed scoop fits inside these dimensions with an inner radius of 185mm, a length of
25mm and an outside radius of 215mm, the minimum distance between the fan and the scoop is 18mm
and the scoop length takes the component edge to 1mm away from the fan blade. It is anticipated that
the addition of this component will help to control the air coming from the barrel into the fan and limit
the interaction of this flow with the rotor air flow. The curve of the scoop is designed so as to help with
the turning of the air flow through the 180° turn that is required for it to flow through the fan, too harsh
turns impact the barrel flow by slowing the air through this section too greatly whereas shallower angles
limit the effectiveness of the scoop. By separating the flows in such a way it is expected that the pressure
drop at the end of the stator will be increased as the section of the fan radially inwards of the scoop will
be drawing air only from that flow channel, providing no recirculation from the scoop occurs.
Table 35 - Fan Scoop Only Results
Flow Split %
Run Definition Total Flow Rotor Flow Barrel Flow
Baseline
Fan Seal
Fan Scoop

1.713
1.783
1.672

0.624
0.611
0.777

1.089
1.171
0.894

Rotor

Stator

36.40%
34.30%
46.50%

63.60%
65.70%
53.50%

Fan power % From
(W)
Baseline
3407.793
3465.540
2693.781

0.00%
4.07%
-2.42%

% Rotor % Barrel
From
From
Baseline Baseline
0.00%
0.00%
-1.95%
7.51%
24.64% -17.90%

% Power
From
Baseline
0.00%
1.69%
-20.95%

Table 35 shows numerically the impact of the fan scoop, with the rotor stator split achieving a 47:53 ratio
which would be expected to massively benefit the rotor cooling channel, considering that the rotor flow
individually has increased by ~25% from the baseline. Impressively, despite only losing ~2.5% of overall
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flow, the power consumption of the fan reduces by ~21% from the baseline which represents a
remarkable improvement in the fans power performance. The ~18% reduction in barrel flow should be
monitored in the calculations of temperature within MotorCAD, particularly in the end winding region
where the baseline study shows a vortex over the surface of the hot end winding which will assist with
heat transfer.

Fan Scoop

Baseline

Figure 60 - Fan Scoop Only Vector plot

Figure 60 shows the vector plot comparison between the fan scoop case and baseline study, it was seen
that the recirculating leakage air flow from the fan seal achieves a better defined flow jet into the gap
between the end winding and fan front plate. The strength of the velocity jet leaving the barrel flow
channel can be seen to be reduced significantly, affecting also the vortex flow providing cooling to the
stator end winding. Finally, the stator flow jet into the fan is better defined and maintains its flow
momentum in towards the back of the fan. The flow between the rotor end winding and fan inlet also
appears to have a better distribution, which has been seen in previous studies to positively impact fan
performance.
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Fan Scoop

Baseline

Figure 61 - Fan Scoop Only Pressure Plot Comparison

Figure 61 shows how the introduction of the fan scoop element affects the pressure plot in comparison
to the baseline study. From the plot it can be seen that the pressure drop at the Drive-End of the rotor
has a much lower pressure than what is seen in the baseline study, which in turn will be a driver for the
increased flow rate seen in that channel. The region where increased pressure is seen on the outlet of the
barrel on the baseline case is also dissipated due to the reduction of the vortex predicted in Figure 60.
Finally, it can be seen that a region of increased pressure through the fan scoop follows the surface profile
of the scoop into the fan, which correlates with a stronger flow stream on the vector plot and the pressure
difference forcing the barrel flow towards the rear of the fan.
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Fan Scoop

Baseline

Figure 62 - Fan Scoop Only Temperature Plot Comparison

Figure 62 gives a temperature distribution comparison for the fan scoop only case, which clearly shows
the reduction in flow rate through the barrel gap results in an increased overall flow temperature in the
region. Conversely, at the outlet of the rotor gap it was found that the extra flow through the region
allowed the flow that in the middle of the slot to be cooler than the equivalent region on the baseline
case. The weakened vortex above the stator end winding is seen in this comparison, led to an increased
overall temperature as well as not showing a reduced temperature in the eye of the vortex.
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Figure 63 - Fan Scoop Only - Barrel Heat Transfer Coefficients

Figure 63 shows the dramatically reduced flow through the barrel impacts on the HTC through the length
of the passage, with the scoop only to cause the values being consistently less than the previous two
cases. The drop in HTC value is due to the drop in barrel flow, which decreases the wall heat flux on the
wall surface coinciding with the reduced flow allowing the temperature of the flow to increase, the two
factors combine to reduce the predicted heat transfer value for the passage.
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Figure 64 - Fan Scoop Only - Rotor Heat Transfer Coefficients

Interestingly, Figure 64 shows that the HTC values for the rotor surface is reduced in comparison to the
two previous cases despite the increased mass flow rate seen in the channel. The input data shows that
the temperature differential is increased between the wall surface and the fluid, however, the wall heat
flux value is decreased, potentially due to the air moving more efficiently through the rotor passage
without spending time providing extra heat flux on the rotor pole surface. The main interest in this result
will be in whether the increased flow rate through the passage can be predicted consistently in MotorCAD
to outweigh the more efficient, but reduced effectiveness, flow through the rotor.
Table 36 - Fan Scoop Only - MotorCAD Predicted Temperatures

Case
Baseline
Fan Seal
Fan Scoop

Stator
Winding (°C)
132.45
132.75
131.71

Rotor
Winding (°C)
147.68
147.88
139.26

Efficiency
94.704
94.704
94.740

The results illustrated in Table 36 definitively show that the increase in rotor mass flow outweigh the
reduction in HTC values along the duct length. The predicted temperature values based on the CFD inputs
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state that there is an expected 8.62°C reduction in rotor winding temperature based on the improvements
made in this case.

Figure 65 - Fan Scoop Only - MotorCAD predicted Temperature Graph

Figure 65 shows the predicted temperature points along the axial length of this design iteration, with an
increase in stator end winding temperature being predicted in this instance, this result was expected from
the first vector plot shown in Figure 60 where the end winding space was shown to have a reduced flow
vortex in the region.
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9.5. Fan Scoop & Seal

Figure 66 - Fan Seal Scoop Geometry

In order to recover some of the reduced overall flow from the previous scoop only case, the enhanced
seal has been reintroduced to the outer diameter of the fan, allowing for a reduced circulation path to
be combined with the fan inlet scoop defined in the previous case.
Table 37 – Fan Seal Scoop Overall Results
Flow Split %
Run Definition Total Flow Rotor Flow Barrel Flow
Baseline
Fan Seal
Fan Scoop
Fan Seal Scoop

1.713
1.783
1.672
1.738

0.624
0.611
0.777
0.775

1.089
1.171
0.894
0.963

Rotor

Stator

36.40%
34.30%
46.50%
44.60%

63.60%
65.70%
53.50%
55.40%

Fan power % From
(W)
Baseline
3407.793
3465.540
2693.781
2788.976

0.00%
4.07%
-2.42%
1.44%

% Rotor % Barrel
From
From
Baseline Baseline
0.00%
0.00%
-1.95%
7.51%
24.64% -17.90%
24.27% -11.63%

% Power
From
Baseline
0.00%
1.69%
-20.95%
-18.16%

Table 37 shows the results of the addition of this component and it can be seen that a 24.27% rotor flow
increase is achieved in comparison to the baseline. The result shows an improved barrel flow predicted
value from the previous case, with only 11.63% lost compared to the baseline but a reduction in rotor
flow from the previous case. It can also be seen that an increase in the power requirement of the fan is
predicted when compared to the fan scoop only case, which can be attributed to the 4% increase in overall
flow seen in this case. The percentage decrease in power from the baseline case is still shown to be
significant with ~18% less power consumed by the fan.
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Fan Seal &
Scoop

Fan Seal

Figure 67 - Fan Scoop Vector Plot Comparison

Figure 67 shows a vector plot of the flow path from the fan scoop vs the previous enhanced fan seal run.
The differences between the two plots is clear where the rotor end space is considered, with the barrel
flow now being clear of interaction with the rotor flow path the vector plot now shows that overall flow
direction in the rotor end space is in the positive Y direction which aligns with the flow being pulled
through the fan and therefore offers an easier route out of the machine. The better alignment of flow in
the rotor end space should provide significant benefits to the pressure drop in the end space which would
be responsible for pulling more flow through the rotor.
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Fan Seal &
Scoop

Fan Seal

Figure 68 - Pressure contour Scoop V Enhanced Seal Comparison

Figure 68 emphatically confirms the prediction of the increased pressure drop in the end region of the
rotor with an obvious change implied by the pressure contour in the end space region which confirms the
effect of having improved flow performance. The comparatively increased pressure above the end
winding shows that the scoop is causing a minor restriction on the stator flow which is confirmed by data
given in Table 37 with a 5% reduction in overall barrel flow.
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Fan Seal &
Scoop

Fan Seal

Figure 69 - Temperature Contour Fan Scoop V Fan Seal

The temperature contour plot in Figure 69 shows the fluid temperature variation via flow rate change,
with the central zone of the flow showing as hotter compared to the same flow region in previous designs
when the fan scoop is introduced. It would be expected that the temperature in this zone would be
reduced in comparison to the enhanced flow seal case as the extra air flow should mean that the air is not
saturated by the time it enters the end winding space. To this end the HTC values through the flow
channels will be studied to understand the effects of such a change. Noticeably the cool channel of air
over the stator end windings has no affect on the copper surface, which is a waste of the potential cooling
capacity of this cooling air flow.
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Figure 70 - Fan Scoop Barrel Heat Transfer Coefficient Comparison

Figure 70 shows graphically the comparison of HTC value change for ‘Fan Seal’, ‘Baseline’, ‘Fan scoop +
Seal’ and ‘Scoop Only’. It was found that the increase of HTC value decreased with the reduced flowrate
by fan scoop despite reducing the overall flow through the barrel back to 5% less than the baseline figures
the overall effect of the reduction in flow is to increase the HTC from the previous case.
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Figure 71 - Fan Scoop Rotor Heat Transfer Coefficient Comparison

Figure 71 shows how the extra flow through the rotor channel greatly benefits the HTC felt by the rotor
components, the extra flow in this channel is turbulent in nature due to the rotating mass spinning at
1500RPM and utilising all the flow in the channel. It is expected therefore that the result of this study will
show that the temperature has decreased considerably in the rotor whilst not having a major impact on
the temperature predictions within the stator.

Table 38 – Fan Scoop - MotorCAD Predicted Temperatures

Case
Baseline
Fan Seal
Fan Scoop
Fan + Seal +
Scoop

Stator
Winding (°C)
132.45
132.75
131.71

Rotor
Winding (°C)
147.68
147.88
139.26

129.44

134.25

Efficiency
94.704
94.704
94.740
94.751

Table 38 shows the temperature predictions calculated in MotorCAD with the discrepancy of Rotor and
Stator temperatures coming very closely into alignment, with a temperature variation of 4.81°C between
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the two bodies, a 3.7% variation, falling marginally short of the first target of the study and the efficiency
of the current machine design has stayed within 0.01% of the baseline machine efficiency, which meets
the second aim.

Figure 72 - Fan Seal & Scoop - MotorCAD Temperature Graph

Figure 72 shows the numerically predicted temperatures in the machine based on the HTC inputs from
CFD, it can be seen by the temperature tendencies shown that there is a large temperature increase in
the end winding region where (as seen in Figure 69) hot stagnant air is sitting and recirculating.
The next step to be considered is to try to utilise the air flow over the end winding to benefit from the
cool temperature flow and force the air to impinge on the end winding copper to remove further heat
from the stator. This may not be necessarily a benefit to achieving target 1 of the aims of the study,
however, the improved cooling in the stator will reduce the temperature of the windings and therefore
decrease the resistance of the copper, meaning that an improvement to the efficiency of the machine can
be made and aligning with the second goal of the study.

9.6. Enhanced Seal, Fan Scoop & Deflector
In order to take advantage of the cooler air flow in the barrel a deflector is fitted above the stator end
winding with the intention of deflecting the air flow from the stator down onto the winding surface and
taking advantage of the cold air stream exiting the barrel. The leading edge of the modelled deflector is
set at 17.5mm away from the stator core pack, this distance restricts the barrel flow further by 2.5mm
from the gap in the barrel and therefore should slightly bias the flow further towards the rotor.
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Figure 73 - Barrel Deflector Geometry

Figure 73 shows the geometry of the barrel deflector with a 45° angle to guide the air onto the main part
of the winding and increase the heat transfer on this body. The 45° angle was chosen so as to be as
unobtrusive to the flow as possible as the volume and speed of the air impinging on the end winding is
important for the heat to be scrubbed from the hot surface.
Table 39 - Deflector Results
Flow Split %
Run Definition Total Flow Rotor Flow Barrel Flow
Baseline
Fan Seal
Fan Scoop
Fan Seal Scoop
SSD

1.713
1.783
1.672
1.738
1.704

0.624
0.611
0.777
0.775
0.799

1.089
1.171
0.894
0.963
0.905

Rotor

Stator

36.40%
34.30%
46.50%
44.60%
46.88%

63.60%
65.70%
53.50%
55.40%
53.12%

Fan power % From
(W)
Baseline
3407.793
3465.540
2693.781
2788.976
3142.249

0.00%
4.07%
-2.42%
1.44%
-0.50%

% Rotor % Barrel
From
From
Baseline Baseline
0.00%
0.00%
-1.95%
7.51%
24.64% -17.90%
24.27% -11.63%
28.13% -16.88%

% Power
From
Baseline
0.00%
1.69%
-20.95%
-18.16%
-7.79%

Table 39 shows numerically that the overall flow rate has fallen again slightly compared to the previous
case of employing the scoop at the inlet of the fan and the fan seal, however, the overall flow is still
increased from the baseline result. The flow split has shifted slightly further towards the rotor, which was
expected due to the deflector placement restricting the barrel flow further. The barrel is now seeing close
to a 10% reduction in flow when compared to the baseline. The fan power consumption has also risen
with the addition of the deflector, to now only showing a 7.8% improvement from the baseline.
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Fan Seal,
Scoop &
Deflector

Fan Seal &
Scoop

Figure 74 - Vector Plot Deflector Vs Scoop

Figure 74 aptly shows the effect of the deflector on the barrel flow and how the air is guided onto the end
winding surface before finding its way down onto the fan inlet scoop and eventually into the fan. Another
advantage is that the vortex that has been seen throughout the study in the region behind the stator core
has been reduced due to the presence of the barrel flow now encroaching on that region, this prevents
hot, saturated air (as seen in Figure 69) being circulated and restricting the effectiveness of any air within
that vortex. The vector plot for the rotor channel has remained very similar to that seen in the previous
case, whilst the only difference between this case and the previous case is the flow (as stated in Table 39)
is that the rotor channel is now seeing an extra 4.6% of flow increase.
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Scoop

Figure 75 - Deflector Vs Scoop Temperature Contour

The temperature contours in Figure 75 show how the cold air flow is pushed onto the winding surface and
also the gradient of temperature coming from the surface, due to the boundary being set at a fixed
temperature the cooling air will not change the temperature of the surface on this model. However, with
the flow being deflected onto the winding, the wall heat flux value will increase and therefore improve
the predicted HTC value.
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Figure 76 - Deflector Barrel Heat Transfer Comparison

Figure 76 shows the data comparison via deflector over the barrel, indicating the introduction of the
deflector to decrease the overall cooling effectiveness of the flow through the barrel gap and brings the
HTC values consistently lower than that of the fan seal case. It is expected that this value would decrease,
however it is a surprise that it has decreased as far as predicted in this case. The benefit of the extra heat
transfer on the end windings will certainly eclipse the effect of the reduction in heat transfer seen here.
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Figure 77 - Deflector Rotor Heat Transfer Comparison

Figure 77 shows the comparison of the rotor heat transfer values compare to the previous cases, it was
found that the deflector heat transfer drops back to similar levels seen on the previous cases, with the
heat transfer rate being predicted as higher than both the fan seal and baseline cases.
Table 40 - Deflector MotorCAD Temperature Predictions

Case
Baseline
Fan Seal
Fan Scoop
Fan Seal + Scoop
Fan Seal + Scoop
+ Deflector

Stator
Winding (°C)
132.45
132.75
131.71
129.44

Rotor
Winding (°C)
147.68
147.88
139.26
134.25

128.69

137.79

Efficiency
94.704
94.704
94.740
94.751
94.746

Table 40 shows the temperature predictions made within MotorCAD for the cases and demonstrates the
extra heat transfer of the air flow onto the deflector brings down the overall temperature of the stator. It
can be seen again on this table that the predicted efficiency value of the machine is maintained at the
same level as the previous run as discussed.
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Figure 78 - Deflector Predicted Temperature Comparison

Figure 78 shows the comparison of the predicted axial temperatures for the rotor and stator, calculated
in MotorCAD. It can be seen from this graph that the DE end winding temperature has dropped
significantly from the previous value and that is due to the extra air flow from the deflector working the
barrel flow in that region. The overall rotor temperatures, as expected have not been affected
considerably by this change and therefore remain at similar values.
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10.

Conclusions & Discussion

To contextualise the conclusions of this paper, it is important again to revisit the goals set out at the start
of the paper:
1. A method of air flow redistribution so as to demonstrate a balanced rotor and stator predicted
temperature to within 2.5%
2. The proposed solution should maintain at least the original efficiency of the case study machine
3. The proposed solution should show a proven analytical performance increase based on input data
specified in MotorCAD, showing an improvement in both Rotor & Stator predicted temperatures
The first aim focuses on the redistribution of air flow through the cooling channels of the machine, with
the measurable aim being to balance the temperature of both the rotor and stator. The initial simulations
comparing mesh grids and turbulence models against the data from the experimental rig showed that the
CFD models were over predicting the flow through the rotor and showing a system with a better balance
of flow than was measured. Due to the over prediction being relatively consistent in all of these cases, it
is reasonable to suspect that the differences between model and experimentation can be put down to
geometrical differences in the model. Areas of the machine such as the stator end windings tend to not
be controlled by strict tolerances in the manufacturing process, where especially at the drive end of the
machine it has been seen that alterations to the flow conditions can have a significant impact. It was
decided, however, that due to the simulations in this program of work being comparative to each other
that some inaccuracy can be tolerated in this regard. It is due to this variation, however, that it is
recommended that the work shown in this study is proven physically in the machine to validate that the
predicted fluid behaviour is replicated in the real world.
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Figure 79 - Impact of rotor flow on predicted temperature

Figure 79 shows that the addition of the fan scoop makes a step change to the predicted flow rate of
cooling fluid through the rotor, which in turn has a positive impact on the winding temperature predicted
through MotorCAD. Figure 79 also shows the convergence of rotor and stator winding temperatures
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through the case study until the deflector case where the rotor temperature rises slightly once more, the
temperature of the stator maintains a steady fall in temperature throughout the cases. As stated in the
results section, the achieved temperature differential was at 3.7%, which falls short of the original target,
but represents a substantial benefit in comparison to the original system. Further tuning of the flow
system would perhaps be beneficial to attempt to bring complete parity to the predicted temperature,
where other parts of the rotor flow can be targeted to either improve overall mass flow through the
channel, or alternatively improve the wall heat flux across the winding surface.
An important limitation to the prediction of temperatures using fixed wall temperatures is that the fluid
temperature seen along the flow paths will not be accurate to the real world, as in reality the temperature
gradient within the active bodies will change the fluid temperature used in the HTC calculations. In a
perfect world the heat production could be simulated within CFD using a conjugate heat transfer model,
however the computational requirements for a simulation of this size are massively increased and such a
study will be unfeasible for a while yet.
The second aim was to maintain at least the original efficiency of the machine, which is shown to be
comfortably achieved, with the highest efficiency run showing a 0.047% increase from the baseline. On
all cases apart from the fan seal, the improvement in cooling on both the rotor and stator offers the
advantage of a reduced copper resistance in the windings, which will provide a benefit to the I2R losses
that are present in the coils. Validation of the improvement in machine efficiency would be available via
physical testing of the machine at loaded conditions where the losses can be measured.
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Figure 80 - Fan Power Requirement Compared to Flow Rate

Figure 80 shows that the addition of the flow scoop reduces the power requirement of the fan, with a
drop of 18.6% power requirement on the Fan Seal & Scoop case. This substantial reduction in power
consumption from the fan is accounted for in the overall Friction & Windage losses of the machine and
therefore further increase the efficiency value.
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The third goal of the study was to show a proven analytical performance improve in MotorCAD via the
improvements gained in CFD translating to the input data used in the program, with the results showing
that the rotor temperature has been reduced significantly from the baseline. A benefit in temperature is
also seen in the stator temperatures with the predicted temperature falling in every case although the
maximum benefit on the stator side is not as large as that predicted for the rotor.
Overall, the outcome of this study shows how the rotor and stator temperatures can be improved
significantly by adjusting the balance of the flow through an electrical machine without the need for
significant changes to the geometry of the machine. The most significant finding within the work is to
show how controlling barrel flow into the eye of the fan can vastly improve the flow split through the
machine which in turn shows the improvement in temperature prediction. Importantly, coinciding with
this is the demonstration of the reduced power requirements that can be achieved by improving the air
flow conditions into the fan.
The findings contribute to the electrical machines area by demonstrating an ability to balance the
predicted values of the rotor and stator temperatures much more closely through the influence of the
already well established air flow channels in the machine. They show also that control within the fan inlet
region has a major impact on the performance of the fan, which leaves some area for further investigation
into improvements that can be made with a specific focus on improving important metrics of fan
performance. With the understanding of how an improved air flow can be attained within the constraints
of the current geometrical layout of the machine, further investigations can also be made to further
improve the effectiveness of the air flow in each path, resulting in further improved machine thermal
performance.
The significance of the results demonstrated in this study is seen by the evidence of the extra air flow that
can be pulled through the rotor when the inlet region to the fan can be controlled effectively. This finding
shows that although the inherent geometry of the machine dictates that the easier flow path is through
the stator, inducing a greater pressure drop along the rotor will both improve the overall flow rate through
the passage and reduce the predicted average temperatures within the winding.
The experimental test results add significant validity to the baseline results as they show that the CFD
predictions can achieve a flow rate within 6% of the experimental value given a complex enough
turbulence model. Further work can be undertaken to improve the agreement with the experimental
results by adjusting the modelled geometry of areas such as the end winding to accurately represent the
exact dimensions seen on the experimental machine, currently representative models are used as the end
windings can vary significantly in production.
The research is limited to giving comparative indications of improvements or declines in performance
metrics and cannot give exact predictions for temperature. To improve the accuracy of the predictions
further calibration of the numerical results should be undertaken to refine the flow predictions to agree
with the experimental data. As an example, to improve the predictions of the MotorCAD temperature
predictions a full thermal physical test should be conducted on the machine, with thermal sensors
embedded into the windings with the baseline temperatures tuned to this result.
It is also noted that as in Hetteger’s work [6], more complex turbulence models, such as the SST in this
study, provide more accurate flow solutions in this case. Due to limitations that still exist in computing
power, combined with the highly refined mesh requirements of complex turbulence models, it is not
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feasible to run large 3D simulations with models such as SST still as the memory requirements remain too
demanding. The compromise of introducing the enhanced wall treatment to the k-ε model does not
provide the perfect solution, but it allows the user resolve complicated flow in a reasonable time and
preserve the memory required to achieve a working prediction.
The findings from Bayomi et al. [9] correlate with the findings in this study with the introduction of a flow
control device at the inlet of the fan providing benefits to the overall flow rate through the machine and
the power requirement of the fan. It would be interesting to investigate whether similar improvements
to noise can be achieved using this style of arrangement as noise regulations of electrical machines are
set to tighten over the next few years and therefore the arrangement could provide further benefits in
that metric. Support of this finding is also evident in Gustafson’s book [8] where factors such as a bend
close to the inlet are discussed in the context of improving performance by the installation of flow
straightening vanes which is shown to be true for a layout such as that found in an electrical machine too.
The effect of reducing the pre swirl from the rotor could be an area for improvement in the next phase of
work as shown in the book the pre swirl in the direction of the fan has a negative impact on flow
performance, the introduction of straighteners to this location may provide a further benefit to the
pressure drop through the rotor if balanced correctly with the obstructive effect of the straighteners
presence.
Based on the findings of this research it is conceivable that further advances in power density of machines
can be made, especially where the design is limited by the heat output of the rotor. The advantage gained
by improving the power density of a machine is seen primarily in reducing cost of the machine for the
customer as smaller machines will be able to produce the equivalent output as a larger alternative that
requires more copper and steel to control the winding temperature. Alternatively, active material can be
taken out of a machine with improved cooling which would reduce the material cost of the machine which
ca be passed onto the customer. A reduction in the material requirements of a machine will also have the
added benefit of reducing the carbon footprint of the machine by having a reduced consumption of raw
materials in each machine sold.
It would be recommended that the research is followed up with studies that further investigate fluid flow
at the inlet of the fan. A metric that has only been lightly discussed in this study is the impact of fan inlet
conditions on the noise production of the fan, it is expected that the smoother inlet conditions provided
by the solution of this research would reduce the noise production of the fan, further gains in this area
should be possible with work specifically focused in the area.
Other areas of further work would look to develop a conjugate heat transfer CFD simulation where the
solid bodies in the system can be modelled to achieve a more complex but higher quality prediction of
the heat transfer within the system. Initially this work will be limited to conducting the study on a small
region of the machine, for example the rotor windings, collecting a more accurate HTC prediction for that
region. Eventually as computational capability and requirements allow eventually a full conjugate model
can be built which would provide a computational methodology which can provide accurate temperature
predictions based on known boundary conditions with little need for physical validation.
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